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An evaluation of contact between a thin metal strip and 
an elastic foundation was conducted, using finite element 
techniques and enforcing contact with a penalty method. An 
existing finite element research code including shear 
deformation was first verified without contact, then was 
modified to enforce contact. The initial contact modeled was 
with a rigid dome shaped form intended to simulate the 
"Limiting Dome Height" (LDH) test for stamping materials.
Spurious oscillations were found in contact stresses, 
leading to a simplification of geometry to a flat foundation 
with the beam cantilevered beyond the end of the foundation. 
A closed form solution based on classical beam theory without 
shear was developed for this loading, allowing the simplified 
geometry to be used to study the oscillations.
Shear deformations were shown to be significant locally, 
proving that classical beam theory neglecting shear effects 
does not result in a correct approximation of the state of 
stress near the edge of the contact surface.
Numerical techniques studied included different order 
integration schemes of the contact constraint (Gaussian and 
trapezoidal), element size, penalty parameter selection and 
local softening, and local contact release. It is shown that
iii
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the magnitude of the oscillations can be reduced under certain 
conditions.
An evaluation of the relative merits of the various 
numerical techniques studied is presented, along with 
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1.1 Motivation and Ob.iectives
This study examines surface tractions and stresses in a 
beam partially in contact with a rigid foundation. The finite 
element model includes axial and shear deformations in order 
to study the stress state at the edge of the contact area. 
Including shear deformations results in a more accurate model 
than classical beam theory provides, and the hypothesis that 
shear is significant near the edge of the contact surface is 
proven.
The examination began with the intent of developing a 
finite element model of a thin beam bending around a dome 
shaped rigid foundation. This theoretical model would predict 
contact surface tractions and stresses in the "Limiting Dome 
Height" (LDH) test used to categorize materials used in sheet 
metal punch-stretch forming operations.
Initial calculations showed spurious oscillations in the 
normal contact stresses near the leading contact point. This 
oscillatory behavior must be eliminated before accurate 
analysis with frictional contact can be attempted. The major 
aim of this work, therefore, was modified to examine these 
oscillations more closely and attempt to eliminate them. The 
contact problem used-for this study consisted of a cantilever
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in contact with a straight foundation. In this geometry the 
contact point is fixed and a closed form solution may be 
developed for comparison with the finite element solution.
1.1.1 Straight Foundation. The geometry for the 
cantilever in contact with a straight foundation is shown in 
Figure 1.1. Note that the contact point is stationary, and 
only normal tractions exist. This problem allows study to 
concentrate on eliminating the oscillations without the 
complications of moving contact and sliding friction.
The finite element code uses a 3 noded beam element 
described by Bathe (1, pp. 199 & 363) which includes a shear 
deformation. The original code was written without contact. 
In order to model contact, the code was modified using a 
penalty method.
1.1.2 Dome Shaped Foundation (LDH). The analysis for the 
dome shaped foundation is based on the geometry shown in 
Figure 1.2. The beam is cantilevered at the left end, and an 
external force is imposed in the vertical direction at the 
right end.
Note that the leading contact point moves around the dome 
as the load is applied. Also, the contact forces have a 
normal and sliding (friction) component. This makes analysis 













Point o f  Contact 
a t  tine t
Figure 1.2 Beam on Dome Shaped Foundation 
Original Model - Not Used in Analyses
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This model was used in the original calculations, but was 
not used in later analyses due to the oscillatory results. All 
analyses presented in this study are on the straight 
foundation (see Figure 1.1).
1.2 Literature Survey
Considerable study has been conducted on the contact 
between elastic bodies and foundations. The greatest number 
of analytic solutions to these problems have been developed by 
Hetenyi (2,3) and Gladwell (4). Of the classical work 
published, a common problem is a discontinuity and resulting 
singularity which exists at the edge of the foundation (see 
Figure 1.1). For this reason, most of the analytic solutions 
do not deal with the area close to the foundation edge. A 
survey of foundation models used in the literature was 
compiled by Kerr (5).
In general, numerical methods can be classified into 
three categories according to the finite element formulation 
of the problem (6). The first category, the flexibility 
method, was developed by Francavilla and Zienkiewicz (7) for 
frictionless elastic contact. This method was extended to 
frictional contact by Sachdeva and Ramakrishnan (8). Only the 
nodes in potential contact are considered from adjacent 
bodies, and the nodes are handled in pairs. Total loading and 
compatibility of displacements are used to determine contact
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forces. This procedure of developing flexibility matrices or 
compliance matrices for small numbers of nodes reduces 
inherently nonlinear problems (as for advancing contact) to 
"quasi-linear" problems which can be solved in relatively few 
iterations.
In the second category, a stiffness matrix is used in the 
finite element formulation. Wilson and Parsons (9) used 
differential displacements and an incremental loading process 
to resolve statically indeterminate conditions in terms of 
contact stress.
Other researchers have used a similar technique for 
various problems. The advantages of this method lie in the 
ease of modification of existing finite element codes and the 
ability to extend it to large deformations. It does require, 
however, a large number of iterations.
A third category is based on the minimization of a 
functional, such as a potential energy, subject to certain 
constraints. Within this category, several varieties of 
methods can be identified. Descriptions of many of these 
techniques have been presented by Bathe (1 ) , and a quite 
comprehensive history and bibliography have been collected by 
Kikuchi (11).
Included in the third category are penalty methods which 
have been examined extensively by Kikuchi (12-14) and
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Felippa (15). Of particular interest is Kikuchi*s use of 
reduced integration of the penalty term to reduce oscillations 
in contact pressure (13). In Kikuchi*s work, contact pressure 
oscillation was reduced and convergence proven only for 
specific choices of quadrature rules. The penalty method has 
the advantage of avoiding zero diagonal elements in the 
stiffness matrix, but has the inherent drawback of proper 
selection of the penalty parameter and ill conditioning of the 
stiffness matrix as the penalty parameter is increased to 
enforce the constraint more rigidly.
Another method which falls into the third category is the 
use of LaGrange multipliers (6, 16, 17). An advantage of this 
method is that the contact condition is satisfied exactly by 
the introduction of additional variables. These variables, 
however, add additional computational effort to the solution 
process, and require special procedures to handle the presence 
of zero diagonal terms.
Other methods which show promise for further development 
are mixed methods (18-22) and perturbed LaGrangian 
formulations (23). The perturbed LaGrangian formulation is a 
mixed finite element approximation in which the contact 
surface is discretized into segments. Contact pressure is 
then assumed to be consistent on the contact segment, but 
discontinuous over the contact surface.
T-4018 8
Various other numerical methods are presented in the 





2.1.1 Penalty Formulation. The penalty formulation of 
the finite element method is based on the stationarity of the
energy functional U • In this approach,
n = j a ^ t ^ d v -  Ju/tjds + «(u1-ul)a<te (2.1)
v se
where:
V = volume of the body
a j,j = body stresses
c = body strains
S = surface of the body
St = surface with applied external surface tractions
Sc = surface in contact with the foundation
u± = body displacements
~t̂  ~ surface tractions
a = penalty parameter
u± = displacement of the foundation.
For stationarity of the energy functional, fin = 0 for any 
arbitrary fi LZi .
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By the application of Green’s Theorem, note that 
/(« ijt>Ui)']dv=f<’ ijfijtuidS
V ' 8
= Ja Jjnfiu±dS + J o ijiij&UidS.
s-s,
(2 .2 )
dll = Jo ±jbt ±jdV- J &uit1ciS+ j a (ui-ul)buidS (2.3)
bU =Jo ijbuijdv- J b u ^ d S *  J a (ui-ufyuidS (2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
Substituting equation (2.6) into equation (2.5) yields
fill® Joij jbuidV+ J (oijiij-TDbUidS 
v st (2.7)
J o ijii]buidS+ Ja{ui-u2)buidS.
s-s,
With the condition an = o for an arbitrary bult the first term 
of equation (2.7) yields
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(2.8)
in V, which is the equilibrium condition for strain energy in 
the body. From the second and third terms of equation (2.7)
on S-St, which is the equilibrium condition for applied
surface tractions and the free surface. Finally, the last 
term of equation (2.7) yields
on Sct which is the contact condition.
2.1.2 Lagrange Multiplier Formulation. In the Lagrange 
multiplier formulation, additional variables known as Lagrange 
multipliers are added to the energy functional to enforce the 
geometric constraint.







n* = Jo w e u dv- J u± t1dS+ i(uJ - u] )dS. (2.12)
v sc
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Again, for stationarity of the energy functional, 611**0 f°r 
any arbitrary 6u±. From variational principles,
-fulfil j (2.i3)dU^ Onj
6n •-/ dV*f(o 1jnj-~E2)bu1dS+ j  a î nfiu1dS
v st s-st-sc
+/8^(Ui - ul)dS+ u±dS+ Jo ± ^ 6 u±dS
611* = falj :Jbu1dV+ J (o ijiij-t1)buidS+ J a ljnj6uidS
v st s-s -
+j*6A i(ui- u|)d5+ j(A i+a ijnj)6u1dS.
t-sc (2.14)
Setting 611**0 results in
A, 1 = -a ̂rij = -~tl (2.15)
on Sc* Comparing equation (2.1) with equation (2.12),
*i=-£ (Ui-uJ). (2.16)
Thus,
t*— - < 2-17>
on 5C.
2.1.3 Finite Element Approximation. In the finite 
element penalty method neglecting shear deformation, the body 
is discretized as:
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u ^ h . u t  (2.18a)
Jr-l
where:
= a body displacement
N = the number of nodes in an element 
hk = an interpolation function, and
i ik4 = a nodal displacement in the element.
In matrix notation,
{u)=[tf]{u®} (2.18b)
then a variation of {u} becomes
(2.19)





{O} = the stress matrix
[£>] = the stress-strain material property matrix, and 




where [£] is the strain-displacement transformation matrix.
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Substituting equation (2.21) into equation (2.20b),
{o }= [D ] {e }= [D ] [S ] {u » } .  <2
The variation of the energy functional now becomes 
equation [2.1])
611 = J*o y b z  y d V -  j b u i l d s *  Ja(ui“Ui)ftuid5=0  ̂L
V st se
811= fio}T(6e}dV- f{&u)T{T}dS+ fa(6u}T({u}-{u'})ds=0 (2
an- [{u ®}T[B]r[I)]T[B]{8u ®}TdV- J{8u ®}T[JJ]{‘E}dS
V  S T
+ j*a{au®}T[ H]T ([H]{u *}- {u*})dS=0
( 2
{6u*}T ([K}{u*}-{f)+{K*]{u°}-{g}) = 0 (5
resulting in
















When shear effects are included the first term on 
right hand side of equation (2,24) becomes
/* Jt j| £ + fc + fc ̂ Jt  r ft .. n  ,JoBij Sij av = OU1R1 (2
where
0t+6t _ t , A _ (2
Ac ^  = A6^  + Atj ^  ( 2
and
(2
In the above equations,
= Almansi strain (deformed volume Vt)
T ±j = Cauchy stress (deformed volume Vt)
T| = the non-linear component of the strain tensor
c jj = Green-Lagrange strain (undeformed volume V0)
sv = Second Piola-Kirchoff stress (undeformed
volume V0)
t = the beginning of the load step ( VQ )
At = the incremental load step (from VD to Vt ) .








J(8e|;it+#n V  a s1}) <ŝ = »Ui * r 4t < 2.3 7 >
V'c
At*6(Aeij) (2.38)
fro m  e jy A t- e l j  + A c ^  a n d  f i e ^ - 0  ( 2 . 3 9 )
+ (2.40)
/[> (A e i;,) + 8(A tii;,)] (T^ + A s ^ d V .S u ^ r 46 ( 2 . 4 l )
f8A e1JT|jdV+ J  8(Ae1J)AS1JdV
v-f (2.42)
+ /^T1 ijTî dV+ j*6Afi ̂ AS^dV-buJii, £+At
let 8JX-J 6 (A e JJ)A5i^dV ( 2 . 43 )
and / 8t) ijT y d V  (2.44)
n
then ignoring the second order term in equation (2.42)
S j ^ S l ^ S u ^ f  4e-/6Aei.,TJt;,dV (2.45)
6 + 6 J2 «(6 A u)[iirT]{A u) (2.46)
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where F t] has a linear and a non-linear component










8 X1 = (6Au) | [ B ^ D ^ d ^ A u }
lKL} = f[BL]TlD][BL]dV.
Vz
SJ2 = /6Ati iiT^dV=(#Au>[2CJll]{Au}
ij ij *1 lj 2  ̂daj da± J 2 [ da1 dâ  J
a- - 1 aAu* dAu*

















dA^ dAut 0Au2 dAus \



























38AU* 36AUjt0a 1 0a.








combining equations (2.53) and (2.62)
(2.63)
which replaces the expression for [jq in equation (2.29).
2.2 Original Code
The original finite element code used is a research code 
written by Dr. Mogens Henriksen.
The code models the beam with a 3 noded isoparametric 
beam element described by Bathe (1, p.199 & 363). In this 
element, shown in Figure 2.1, the geometry is found by:
(2.64)
and (see equation [2.18a])
Auj = ljj.Au/ + aj.ljj.Av/ (2.65)
where
xi = global coordinates
hk = interpolation functions
X* = nodal coordinates
a = element thickness
t = vertical local coordinate









Figure 2.1 Beam Element
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= rotational displacements, and 
A = a small deformation.
Note t? is a unit vector, initially which rotates
through angle $ as the element deforms.
Interpolation functions for the isoparametric beam 
element are as follows (1, p.199):
*3 “ (I-*2)
Also, the rotation component of displacement has xx andx2 
components, and
X . (2.66)At
The above is based on a small angle approximation, where® 
is the angle, making the expressions valid for sufficiently 
small displacement increments or small element size. Note t 
and fc+At denote the configurations at the beginning and end 
of a load step. The element is two dimensional, and includes 
a shear deformation.
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The code is designed to iterate until the error measured 
by the "du norm” is less than a specified tolerance. In the 
subroutine NORM the variable dunorm is calculated by:
dunorm = .
On the first iteration, the Euclidean norm is zero and
dunorm is arbitrarily set to 1.0. Thus, even for linear 
elastic analyses, the code is designed such that at least two 
iterations are necessary for convergence.
The first step in this research is verification of the 
code without contact. Results of this study are presented in 
Appendix A. Exact results are obtained for axial loading, and 
errors for transverse loading are small at center nodes of 
elements. The code was also verified against a thick beam 
with significant shear deformation with good results 
(Timoshenko beam with shear).
The original code is a displacement based, large 
deformation code. The formulation used is an Updated 
Lagrangian Jaumann stress rate (U.L.J.) as described by Bathe 
(1, p.387). Modified Newton iteration is used in the 
solution. The code includes a plasticity option, although 
that capability was not used in this work. For reference, the 
plastic part of the code uses the Huber-Von Mises yield 
criteria, Prandl-Reuss flow rule, and an isotropic hardening 
rule.
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The modified code is listed in Appendix C and on a disk 
in the rear pocket. A list of variables and a sample input 
data file used in the program are found in Appendix B. The 
code is written in Fortran, and data was run on a VAX 8600.
2.3 Modifications to Code for Penalty Formulation
2.3.1 Theory. In order to impose contact restraints with 
a penalty method, the energy functional becomes equation (2.1) 
for equilibrium equations in the form of equation (2.28). 
Physically, as the first term in equation (2.1) becomes 
dominant, equilibrium is imposed more stringently. As the 
last or penalty term becomes dominant, the geometric
constraint is imposed more exactly. Thus, the choice of®
amounts to a balance between strict equilibrium and the 
geometric constraints being satisfied.
In the code, a - BJc11(niax) such that a >> icii(max) . B is a
scaling factor read with the input data file, and
the maximum diagonal element of the stiffness matrix. This 
allows the penalty parameter a to be scaled relative to the 
magnitude of the stiffness matrix such that the penalty term 
is significant, yet does not greatly overwhelm the force 
equilibrium term. In practice, B = 1000 is usually found to 
be adequate (1, eg.3.26, 112).
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It is well known that as a becomes large, the 
coefficient matrix becomes ill conditioned. This results in 
oscillations near the contact point (1, p.113).
2.3.2 Straight Foundation. Three fundamental changes to 
the code are required to enforce contact. The first 
modification to the code is to check for contact between the 
beam and the foundation. This is accomplished with a 
geometric approach in subroutine CONCHK. If the x coordinate 
of an integration point is less than the foundation length 
then the point is in contact (see Figure 1.1). In the code, 
the logical variable contac(i,n) is set true, where i refers 
to the integration point and n refers to the element number.
It should be noted that once contact is established, it 
is not released by the existence of positive (tensile) surface 
tractions. Physically, then, the beam is not allowed to lift 
off the foundation. This approximation does not reflect the 
physical possibility of local lifting from the foundation, 
which should be considered in future study (see Sections 3.3.6 
and 4.2).
The second modification is to add a component to the 
global stiffness matrix at points where contact occurs. This 
component is calculated in the subroutines CONSTR and CONSTF. 
In elements where contact occurs at one or more integration 
points, the energy functional is shown in equation (2.1).
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Denoting the last term of equation (2.1) as II c (the penalty 
term),
(2.67)
H e = -|Jo(un-u*)2ds .
Referring to Figure 2.2,
X, y  = global coordinates,
n, t = directions normal and tangential to the element 
surface, and
O, X = nodes and integration points respectively.
In this case, u*-0 since the foundation does not deflect. 
The term represents the strain energy in the body.
The penalty parameter a bas the physical analog of discrete 
springs applied at the integration points with spring constant 
a* This approximation, known as a Winkler Foundation, should 
be distinguished from an elastic half space, which is a true 
continuum.
Note that Figure 2.2 depicts a rotated element. This is 
the general case which accommodates bending around a curved 
foundation. In the study of contact with the straight
foundation, the element is horizontal, i.e. = (J)2 = <t>3 = —  .2
At a given point in the element:
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0 -  Node 




Figure 2.2 Beam Element in Contact
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Hi
uAr) hi 0 h2 0 h2 0 










= [71 {12} . (2.69)
In order to find the transformation matrix [T], consider 
a single point in local coordinates:
{u} =
Ui • = [r'] [T'] {U} (2.70)
where u denotes local coordinates and u denotes global 
coordinates. Referring to Figure 2.3:






3 Local and Global Coordinate Systems
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where the elements of [y/] are found from
* = y = 'Ehiyi
dx _ yv dr  r '  1 <&*i
ds ~ d r ds 1 I f  " f j [  dz



















T* 0 0 





Then substituting (2.76) into (2.68):
fut(r) (2.77)
and substituting (2.77) into (2.67):
(2.78)
In order to minimize the potential,

















h± 0 1% 0 h3 0 
0 hx 0 hz 0 h3
(2.83)
and
[A] = 0 0 
0 a
(2.84)
Note that for the straight geometry, only normal forces 
exist, with no tangential (frictional) force. The subroutine 
CONSTF is written to accommodate a curved geometry, but no 
changes are required for the straight geometry. Changes to 
add frictional components are discussed in Section 2.3.3.
In elements where contact is made, [K*] will be added to 
the global stiffness matrix (see equation [2.28]).
Within contact elements, if an integration point is in 
contact, the penalty parameter is a » (B) (ic11(max)) . When no
contact is made, a - (10‘6) (B) (jĉ <lwav?) . In this way, equation
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(2.80) for [jjf*] is integrated over the entire element if any 
of the integration points for that element are in contact.
The integration for [£■*] (equations [2.30] and [2.80]),
is initially evaluated with three point Gaussian integration, 
and then with reduced integration to soften the contact.
The third fundamental modification to the code is the 
calculation of surface tractions at the integration points. 
These tractions are then added to the force vector as 
restraining forces to enforce the contact without allowing 
penetration into the foundation. This is accomplished in 
subroutine TN0RM3 (see {gr} in equation [2.28]).
The normal surface traction at each integration point is 
found by multiplying the normal displacement by the penalty 
parameter a. Recall that the energy functional for the 
contact portion is (equations [2.1], [2.12] and [2.15]):
nc = - j fa (u„-u,)2ds = f - t B(un-u')ds (2.85)
Sc S'
thus, at each integration point (see equation [2.17]),
t = (u -U*) = - —  IZ_ (2.86)n 2 n 2
noting that Li* = 0  for a rigid foundation. There is obviously 
no tangential component and no frictional force in this case.
Note that contact is enforced at integration points in 
order to integrate tractions over the entire element. This
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should be distinguished from the concept of equivalent nodal 
springs often used in contact problems.
2.3.3 Dome Shaped Foundation. For the dome shaped 
foundation, the geometry is shown in Figure 2.4. The leading 
contact point now moves around the dome as the load is 
applied. Changes to the code reflecting this geometry are as 
follows:
In the subroutine CONCHK, referring to Figure 2.4, at 
each integration point the following calculation is performed:
vx - X?
V2 = Radius + x2
Radi - + vf
Clear = Radi - Radius .
If the value of Clear is less than Delta, contact is assumed
to occur. (Delta is a variable read in with the data file,
-fitypically set to 10 ) . When contact is established, the 
logical variable contac(i,n) is set to true, where i refers to 
the integration point and n refers to the element number.
The subroutines CONSTR and CONSTF remain unchanged.
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Figure 2.4 Dome Geometry for Contact
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In the subroutine TNORM3 the surface tractions for a
contact element now have a normal and tangential component. 
Referring to Figure 2.5, un is calculated by geometric means 
as follows:
dx = xipt and dy = radius + yipt (2.87)
where xipt and yipt are the coordinates of the integration
point. Then:
rn = \!dx?Tdy* (2.88)
and
un = rn-radius. (2.89)
Then
tn =--fun (2.90)
as in equation (2.86). Also note that:
sin<J> = and cos<{> = . (2.91)
rn rn
In order to verify the subroutine, the forces are
calculated as follows:










Figure 2.5 Surface Tractions at Contact Points
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Fxmja xdy m / (- tn sin(f» + t,cos<|>) r d<|>
=J(-tnsin<|» + tecos<(>)dr (2.93)
“ S ( _tnIsin<l)+t«cos4,)dri,,'ti
where
dT = \fdxTTdyT (2.94)
(x a**d y denoting local coordinates), and
- T' ^  dT ir - X' 1 v (2 95)
d i  •  ? “ d F  d i X j  _ 1
dy _ x' dh1 dr _ x' 1 v  (2 96)
The above approach provides a means to find only the 
normal component of the surface traction. The tangential 
(sliding) component cannot be found with this technique.
A numerical approach based on the displacement from the 
previous load step was developed to find both the normal and 
tangential tractions as follows: 
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where F(l,k) is the normal force and F(2,k) is the tangential 
force at integration point k.
Note that equation (2.84) assumes the element is sliding 
tangentially along the foundation. For the case where the 
element is sticking, equation (2.84) becomes:
(2 .102)[A] = tt 0
0 a
The following logic is used to add sliding friction:
1. Before iterating for equilibrium, assume sticking, i.e 
the logical variable slide(i,n) = false where i refers to the 
integration point and n refers to the element.
2. In subroutine CONSTR, if slide = true, then evaluate 
[A] as in equation (2.84). If slide = false, evaluate [A] as 
in equation (2.102). Compute [**] < equation [2.80]) and add 
to the global stiffness matrix.
3. In subroutine TNORM, if |te|£ |p tn |, then slide =
false. If | te |> | p tn |, then slide = true and te » Add
tB and tB to the restraining forces and continue the
equilibrium iteration. Note tD and tB are the normal and
tangential surface tractions, and ^ is the coefficient of 
sliding friction.
When the above technique for normal and tangential 
tractions was implemented, the oscillations in the normal
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tractions caused the solution to diverge. Thus, while this 
method is available in the code, it was not used in analyses. 
The previous geometrical method was used to find normal forces 
only, and friction was not modeled.
It should be noted that Oden and Pires (24) have raised 
some questions about the validity of using a Coulomb friction 
law on a pointwise basis. Other friction laws may be more 
appropriate in finite element analyses.
2 . 3 . 4 Additional Modifications. Additional modifications 
were made to the code as follows:
1. Subroutine NODGEN calculates the coordinates of the 
nodes based on beam length and number of nodes input. Nodes 
are evenly spaced unless the logical variable MESH is true, in 
which case the mesh is refined in a specific area (see section
3.4.3 for details of mesh refinement). NODGEN also 
initializes boundary conditions, the normal vectors and 
element connectivity.
2. Subroutine GETPEN finds the maximum diagonal member of 
the stiffness matrix and calculates the penalty parameter as 
a=BJTii(inax) where B is input in a data file. In the code, the
penalty parameter is represented by the variable KSTAR.
3. Subroutine SIGMA calculates the analytic solution for 
stress and surface tractions in the beam on a straight
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foundation. See Section 2.4 for a development of this 
solution.
2.4 CLASSICAL SOLUTION
In order to study the finite element solution for the 
problem, a closed form solution is presented for a beam 
cantilevered beyond the end of a straight elastic foundation. 
This solution is based on work by Hetenyi (2), which is 
developed from classical beam theory neglecting shear 
deformations.
Hetenyi’s work is developed on the assumption p s Icy that 
the reaction forces of the foundation are proportional at 
every point to the deflection of the beam at that point, p 
is the vertical load, y is the vertical displacement, andJc 
is the foundation modulus. The physical analog is a series of 
discrete springs applied in a vertical direction. (This 
should be distinguished from a continuous elastic half space.) 
This assumption was first introduced by Winkler, hence the 
foundation is known as a Winkler Foundation.
The foundation is assumed to be able to support tensile 
reaction forces, i.e. the beam does not release from the 
foundation. While this assumption may pose an unrealistic 
physical condition, it is consistent with the finite element 
formulation used. (See Section 3.4.6 for further discussion.)
The model used for comparison with the finite element
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solution is a beam partially supported on an elastic 
foundation with a portion cantilevered beyond the foundation 
(see Figure 2.6). The fixed end (point 0) in pinned in the x 
and y directions and free to rotate. The free end (point C) 
has a concentrated load in the vertical direction. The 
bending moment will be found by superimposing two solutions 
found in Hetenyi*s work.
First, consider a beam on a foundation with a 
concentrated load P at the end as found in Hetenyi (2, p.53). 
For this beam, shown in Figure 2.7, the bending moment at 
point A is:
_ -P SinhXl ainXx SinhXx'-sinXl SinhXxB±nXx/ (2.103) 
1 "I” Sinh2Xl - sin2X1
where i . k and k - bkQ, k0 is the foundation modulus, jb 
\ 4EI
is the beam width, and El is the flexural rigidity of the 
beam.
Second, consider a beam on a foundation with a 
concentrated moment M0 at the end as shown in Figure 2.7. For 
this beam, the bending moment at point A is (2, p.53):
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Figure 2.7 Superposition of Concentrated 
Load and Concentrated Moment
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-M
M« =       —  [ SinhXl (SinhXx1 cosAx
Sinh2Xl - sin2 AI
(2.104)+ CoshXx1 sin Ax)




By superposition in the area resting on the foundation, 
(See Figure 2.7):
Ma - Afi + Mj (2 .106)
where M1 and are found as in Equations (2.103) and (2.104). 
Thus:
M  _ _-P SinhXl sinXx SinhXx1 - sinA 1 SinhXx sinAx7 
A k Sinh2Xl - sin2X1
M  . ,° [ SinhXl {SinhXx' cosAx + CoshXx7 sin Ax)
Sinh2Xl - sin2AJ
- sinXl(SinhXxcosXx/+ CoshAx sinAx7)] . (2.107)
In the area cantilevered beyond the foundation (as shown 
in Figure 2.8), the moment is calculated as:
M  = P[L- (x7-!)]. (2.108)
T-4018
Foundation Beam
Figure 2.8 Cantilevered Portion of 
Benchmark Problem
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The bending stress is then found by:
O = (2.109)
where c is the distance from the centerline of the beam.
The corresponding solution for displacement is found
similarly to be (2, p.53):
Y = 2-f>̂  SinhXl cosXxCoshXx1 - sinXI CoshXxcosXx/
1 k Sinh2Xl-sin2 XI
Y2--rrzT—tttt— ISinhX l{Co shXx1 sinXx-SinhXx1 cosAx)2 M0X2 
k(Sinh 2 X1 - s i n2 X1)
+ sinXl(SinhXxcosXxl- CoshXxsinAxO ]
then
and the normal traction is
Y=Y^+Y2
Tn~aY. (2.110)
The above solution is calculated in the subroutine SIGMA. 
For purposes of comparison to the finite element solution, the 
value of the foundation modulus K is set equal to the penalty 





3.1 Synopsis of Numerical Findings
Various numerical techniques are evaluated in terms of 
reduction of the spurious oscillations in normal contact 
stresses. Techniques studied include different order
integration schemes to evaluate the contact (penalty) term, 
element size, penalty parameter selection, and contact 
release.
It is found that the best approximation is obtained with 
a high penalty parameter, mesh refinement resulting in an 
aspect ratio (t/L) greater than 6.0, and single point Gaussian 
integration of contact. It is also found that shear is 
significant locally and may not be neglected near the edge of 
the contact surface.
3.2 Single Element Analysis
In order to evaluate the effects of different order 
contact integration schemes on vertical displacements, 
tractions, and bending stresses, a series of tests was run on 
models consisting of one, two, and three elements on an 
elastic foundation. The elements were loaded with vertical 
nodal forces in the ratio of 1:4:1. This loading is 
equivalent to a uniform load on a beam using 3 point Gaussian
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integration, and should produce uniform vertical displacements 
and tractions, and zero bending stresses.
The results of these tests are summarized in Table 3.1. 
Using three point Gaussian integration of the contact 
constraint (penalty term) results in exactly uniform vertical 
displacements and zero bending stresses. Reducing the 
integration of contact to single point results in oscillations 
in nodal displacements, with the vertical displacements at the 
center node of each element (even numbered nodes) being 
approximately uniform. Significant bending stresses are 
developed, consistent with the deformation of the element. It 
should be noted that insufficient contact constraints are 
applied in the single element when single point Gaussian 
integration is used for contact, which results in a singular 
stiffness matrix (see Table 4.1). Further analysis of single 
point contact integration is needed due to the observation 
that displacements are inconsistent on models made up of one, 
two, and three elements, but displacements and stresses tend 
to smooth out as the number of elements is increased (see 
sections 3.4.1 and 4.2).
Trapezoidal integration of contact also results in 




Displacements and Stresses for Single, 
Double, and Triple Element Models
SINGLE ELEMENT TESTS
Beam Length = 0.02 Beam Thickness = 0.03 
3 Point, 1 Point, and Trapezoidal Contact Integration
NODE VERTICAL   VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT -----------
LOAD 3 POINT 1 POINT TRAPEZOIDAL
1 -1000 -7.4283E-8 SINGULAR -7.4294E-8
2 -4000 -7.4283E-8 MATRIX -5.0815E-5
3 -1000 -7.4283E-8 -7.4294E-8
NODE VERTICAL   BENDING STRESS--- -----
LOAD 3 POINT 1 POINT TRAPEZOIDAL
1 -1000 0.0 SINGULAR 6.6665E+4
2 -4000 0.0 MATRIX 6.6665E+4
3 -1000 0.0 6.6665E+4
DOUBLE ELEMENT TESTS
Beam Length = 0.04 Beam Thickness = 0.03 
3 Point, 1 Point, and Trapezoidal Contact Integration
NODE VERTICAL   VERTICAL DISPLACEMENTS ----------
LOAD 3 POINT 1 POINT TRAPEZOIDAL
1 -1000 -7.4283E-8 -3.2852E-5 -6.6729E-8
2 -4000 -7.4283E-8 -7.4286E-8 -4.8552E-5
3 -2000 -7.4283E-8 -1.8037E-5 -8.1857E-8
4 -4000 -7.4283E-8 -7.4286E-8 -4.8552E-5
5 -1000 -7.4283E-8 -3.2852E-5 -6.6729E-8
NODE VERTICAL  BENDING STRESS--------
LOAD 3 POINT 1 POINT TRAPEZOIDAL
1 -1000 0.0 -3.3040E+4 6.5871E+4
2 -4000 0.0 -3.3003E+4 4.6395E+4
3 -2000 0.0 -3.2967E+4 2.6918E+4
4 -4000 0.0 -3.3003E+4 4.6394E+4





Beam Length = 0.06 Beam Thickness = 0.03 




3 POINT 1 POINT TRAPEZOIDAL
1 -1000 -7.4286E-8 -3.4343E-5 -5.2265E-8
2 -4000 -7.4286E-8 -7.6456E-8 -4.4207E-5
3 -2000 -7.4286E-8 -1.9697E-5 -5.9145E-8
4 -4000 -7.4286E-8 -6.9947E-8 -2.2047E-5
5 -2000 -7.4286E-8 -1.9697E-5 -5.9145E-8
6 -4000 -7.4286E-8 -7.6456E-8 -4.4207E-5
7 -1000 -7.4286E-8 -3.4343E-5 -5.2265E-8
v n n i ? V P P T T P A T - P T ? M f i T M n  Q T P P Q Q  —INUUilj V  H jK  1 1 L / A L D £ i l N i / i l N u  u  1 K H i j i j
LOAD 3 POINT 1 POINT TRAPEZOIDAL
i -1000 0.0 -3.5762E+4 6.9400E+4
2 -4000 0.0 -3.0048E+4 1.2674E+4
3 -2000 0.0 -2.4334E+4 4.4052E+4
4 -4000 0.0 -1.5501E+4 1.8729E+4
5 -2000 0.0 -2.4334E+4 4.4052E+4
6 -4000 0.0 -3 .0048E+4 1.2674E+4
7 -1000 0.0 -3.5762E+4 6.9400E+4
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These tests indicate exact (3 point) integration of the 
penalty term is the only way to ensure perfectly uniform nodal 
displacements. Since stresses are developed from
displacements, 3 point integration is a preferred method of 
imposing the contact constraint.
3.3 Oscillations Near Singularity
With the dome shaped geometry, surface tractions and 
stresses oscillate near the leading contact point. This leads 
to a non-converging solution when frictional forces are added.
In order to study the oscillations and evaluate numerical 
techniques to reduce oscillations in stresses, the geometry of 
the problem was changed to a straight foundation (see Figure
1.1). The beam is 2.0 in. long with a thickness of 0.03 in.
£?Young’s modulus is 30 x 10 psi. The fixed end is constrained 
in the x and y directions, and the free end has a downward 
vertical load of 10.0 lb. The foundation is 1.5 in. long.
For reference, Figure 3.1 is a plot of analytic stresses 
at the bottom surface, and Figure 3.2 is a plot of 
corresponding surface tractions. While the analytic solution 
depends on the foundation stiffness (which is equal to the 
penalty parameter) it is found that the variation in solutions 
is negligible in the range of penalty parameters studied. 
Thus, a single closed form solution is shown for stresses and 
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solution is shown on all subsequent plots of bending stresses 
and surface tractions as a solid line.
It must be noted that the analytic solution presented is 
based on classical beam theory, which neglects shear 
deformations. The finite element solution includes shear, 
thus it is expected to deviate from the classical solution 
where shear deformation is significant. This is found to be 
the case locally near the edge of the contact surface.
It should be noted in Figure 3.2 that the data point at 
x = 1.5 is not plotted since its magnitude (traction = 20,054) 
would require a scale which would diminish the area of 
interest in this study.
Figure 3.3 is a plot of the finite element calculation of 
bending stresses on the lower beam surface with contact 
imposed using three point Gaussian integration of the penalty 
term (equations [2.30] and [2.80]). Figure 3.4 is a plot of 
the surface tractions under the same conditions (see equation 
[2.90]). Note the oscillations, particularly in surface 
tractions, near the edge of the foundation at x = 1.5.
Refining the element mesh tends to move the oscillation closer 
to the foundation edge, but increases the magnitude of the 
surface traction oscillation. The finite element solution for 
bending stress begins to approach the closed form solution 
with smaller element size, (see Figures 3.5 and 3.6).
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3.4 Numerical Techniques Studied
3.4.1 Reduced Gaussian Integration. Evaluating contact 
with single point Gaussian integration of the penalty term 
results in stresses and surface tractions as shown in Figures 
3.7 and 3.8. The number of oscillations is reduced, 
particularly with smaller element size (see Figures 3.9 and 
3.10). The finite element bending stress solution with 
smaller elements approximates the closed form solution about 
as well as the solution using three point Gaussian 
integration, and the surface traction oscillations are greatly 
reduced (compare to Figures 3.5 and 3.6).
3.4.2 Trapezoidal Integration. Integrating the
constraint with trapezoidal integration shows no improvement 
over single point Gaussian integration, as shown by comparing 
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 with Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Even with 
reduced element size, results are similar to single point 
Gaussian integration. Note that in Figure 3.11 the peak 
stress does not occur a x = 1.5. This is because the
integration points are at the end nodes of the elements in 
this case, and one of the nodes is at the foundation edge. 
Thus, in adjacent elements, one element is fully in contact 
while the next element is only partially in contact.
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Given the favorable comparison with 3 point Gaussian and 
trapezoidal integration, single point Gaussian integration is 
used to evaluate additional numerical techniques.
3.4.3 Local Element Size. In order to evaluate element 
size, the element mesh is refined locally between x = 1.2 and 
x = 1.5. This is accomplished in subroutine NODGEN when the 
logical variable MESH is true. In the refined mesh model, 35 
elements result in equal node spacing throughout the beam. 
When additional elements are added, they are all placed 
between x = 1.2 and x = 1.5.
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show the effect of local mesh 
refinement. In general, a finer element mesh results in a 
closer approximation to the exact solution, and the surface 
traction oscillation moves closer to the foundation edge. 
Sixty elements with mesh refinement results in a thickness to 
length ratio of 6.0 for the refined elements. This is the 
best finite element approximation obtained in this study, 
providing the least oscillation in both bending stresses and 
surface tractions.
3.4.4 Global Penalty Parameter. The selection of penalty 
parameter is demonstrated by the range plotted for B in 
Figures 3.15 through 3.18. Recall the penalty parameter 
a = BK1Urv„ } where iCti(maac) t îe maximum diagonal member of the
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stiffness matrix. Also, selection of a low penalty parameter 
gives less weight to the enforcement of the constraint, while 
a larger penalty parameter makes the constraint term dominant 
in the energy functional (see equation [2.1] and section
2.3.1). Thus the three values of B shown represent a range 
of penalty parameters. In this case B = 100,000 results in 
the best approximation for stress with a minimal oscillation 
in surface tractions.
3.4.5 Local Variation of Penalty Parameter. Softening 
the penalty parameter locally is demonstrated in Figures 3.19 
and 3.20. In this case, a was reduced in a single step from
a = B*iJ(nax) to a = 0.00lBi:ii(lnajt) at x = 1.2.
The result of a gradual softening of the penalty
parameter is demonstrated in Figures 3.21 and 3.22. This is 
accomplished in the code with a linear reduction from 
a = BJcii<max) at x = 1.2 to a = 0.001BkII(max) at x = 1.5 (see
section 2.3.1). This change is affected in subroutines CONSTF 
and TNORM3 when the logical variable SOFT is true.
Local softening of the penalty parameter shows no 
improvement over the approximation obtained with single point 
Gaussian integration (see Figures 3.13 and 3.14).
3.4.6 Contact Release. Recall that the formulation for 
contact in the finite element code does not distinguish
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between positive and negative surface tractions (see 
Chapter 2). Once contact is established, the penalty term is 
enforced. In order to model the physical problem more 
precisely and attempt to smooth out the oscillations, the code 
was modified to "release" if surface tractions become 
positive. This reflects the physical possibility of portions 
of the beam lifting off the foundation.
With this modification in place, it is found that on each 
successive iteration the oscillations extend further away from 
the edge of the foundation. Ultimately, though it is possible 
to achieve convergence under some conditions, the oscillations 
in surface tractions and stresses exist along the entire 
length of the foundation.
The study of positive surface tractions also has 
application to problems dealing with bonding of a material to 
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Figure 3.3 Bending Stress
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Figure 3.4 Surface Traction
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Figure 3.5 Bending Stress
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Figure 3.6 Surface Traction
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Figure 3.7 Bending Stress
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Figure 3.8 Surface Traction
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Figure 3.9 Bending Stress
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Figure 3.11 Bending Stress
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Figure 3.12 Surface Traction
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Figure 3.15 Bending Stress
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Figure 3.16 Bending Stress
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Figure 3.17 Bending Stress
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Figure 3.19 Bending Stress
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Figure 3.20 Surface Traction
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Figure 3.21 Bending Stress
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Figure 3.22 Surface Traction





Enforcing contact between an elastic beam and a rigid 
foundation with a penalty method results in spurious 
oscillations in surface tractions and bending stresses near 
the edge of the contact area. It is possible to reduce the 
oscillations in stresses and surface tractions near the edge 
of the contact surface with appropriate numerical techniques. 
Shear deformations are significant locally near the edge of 
the contact surface and may not be neglected.
In the specific case studied, it is found that the most 
accurate finite element approximation is obtained with an 
element size such that the aspect ratio (thickness to length) 
is 6.0, single point integration of the penalty term, and a 
penalty parameter as large as possible. This is consistent 
with rigid imposition of the geometric constraint, but force 
equilibrium may be lost in the extreme.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 plot stresses and surface tractions 
for 60 elements with mesh refinement, 13 = 100,000, and single 
point integration of the penalty term. This finite element 
solution reduces the oscillatory behavior in surface tractions 
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Figures 3.5 and 3.6). This is the best approximation obtained 
in this study.
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 plot shear deformation and shear 
stress for the same conditions shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
Shear effects are significant locally near the edge of the 
contact surface, and cause deviation from the classical beam 
theory normally used in beam analyses.
In general, finite element contact problems using penalty 
methods should be viewed very cautiously near the edge of the 
contact area. The choices of element size and penalty 
parameter are critical, and should be made by comparing the 
model with a geometry having a known closed form solution.
4.2 Topics for Further Study
Based on the literature survey, two promising techniques 
for further study are mixed methods (18-22) and perturbed 
Lagrangian formulations (23). The perturbed Lagrangian 
formulation is a mixed finite element approximation in which 
the contact surface is discretized into segments. Contact 
pressure is assumed to be consistent on the contact segment, 
but discontinuous over the contact surface.
Further analysis is needed on contact release to more 
accurately model the physical problem (see sections 2.3.2 and 
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integration of contact to evaluate displacements, tractions, 
and bending stresses (see sections 3.2 and 3.4.1).
To complete the study of the dome shaped foundation, 
friction should be implemented on a flat foundation using an 
independent tangential penalty parameter (as compared to 
equation [2.102] where the same penalty parameter is employed 
tangentially and horizontally). When friction is proven on 
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Code Verification Without Contact 
Axial Load




Young’s Modulus = 30E6
Axial Load = 1000
FEM ANALYTIC ERROR
NODE - X - DISPLACEMENT DISPLACEMENT %
1 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
2 0.05 5.5556e-05 5.5556e-05 0.00
3 0.10 1.lllle-04 1.lllle-04 0.00
4 0.15 1.6667e-04 1.6667e-04 0.00
5 0.20 2.2222e-04 2.2222e-04 0.00
6 0.25 2.7778e-04 2.7778e-04 0.00
7 0.30 3.3333e-04 3.3333e-04 0.00
8 0.35 3.8889e-04 3.8889e-04 0.00
9 0.40 4.4444e-04 4.4444e-04 0.00
10 0.45 5.0000e-04 5.0000e-04 0.00
11 0.50 5.5556e-04 5.5556e-04 0.00
12 0.55 6.lllle-04 6.lllle-04 0.00
13 0.60 6.6667e-04 6.6667e-04 0.00
14 0.65 7.2222e-04 7.2222e-04 0.00
15 0.70 7.7778e-04 7.7778e-04 0.00
16 0.75 8.3333e-04 8.3333e-04 0.00
17 0.80 8.8889e-04 8.8889e-04 0.00
18 0.85 9.4444e-04 9.4444e-04 0.00
19 0.90 1.0000e-03 1.0000e-03 0.00
20 0.95 1.0556e-03 1.0556e-03 0.00
21 1.00 1.lllle-03 1.lllle-03 0.00
22 1.05 1.1667e-03 1.1667e-03 0.00
23 1.10 1.2222e-03 1.2222e-03 0.00
24 1.15 1.2778e-03 1.2778e-03 0.00
25 1.20 1.3333e-03 1.3333e-03 0.00
26 1.25 1.3889e-03 1.3889e-03 0.00
27 1.30 1.4444e-03 1.4444e-03 0.00
28 1.35 1.5000e-03 1.5000e-03 0.00
29 1.40 1.5556e-03 1.5556e-03 0.00
30 1.45 1.6111e-03 1.6111e-03 0.00
31 1.50 1.6667e-03 1.6667e-03 0.00











33 1.60 1.7778e-03 1.7778e-03 0.00
35 1.70 1.8889e-03 1.8889e-03 0.00
36 1.75 1.9444e-03 1.9444e-03 0.00
37 1.80 2.0000e-03 2.0000e-03 0.00
38 1.85 2.0556e-03 2.0556e-03 0.00
39 1.90 2.lllle-03 2.lllle-03 0.00
40 1.95 2.1667e-03 2.1667e-03 0.00
41 2.00 2.2222e-03 2.2222e-03 0.00
FEM STRESS = 33,333




Code Verification Without Contact
Cantilevered Beam - Stress




Young’s Modulus = 30E6
Transverse Load = 1.0
FEM ANALYTIC ERROR
ELEMENT - X - STRESS STRESS %
1 0.00 -1.3174e+04 -1.3333e+04 1.19
0.05 -1.2995e+04 -1.3000e+04 0.04
0.10 -1.2815e+04 -1.2667e+04 -1.17
2 0.10 -1.2508e+04 -1.2667e+04 1.26
0.15 -1.2328e+04 -1.2333e+04 0.04
0.20 -1.2148e+04 -1.2000e+04 -1.23
3 0.20 -1.1842e+04 -1.2000e+04 1.32
0.25 -1.1662e+04 -1.1667e+04 0.04
0.30 -1.1482e+04 -1.1333e+04 -1.31
4 0.30 -1.1175e+04 -1.1333e+04 1.39
0.35 -1.0995e+04 -1.1000e+04 0.05
0.40 -1.0815e+04 -1.0667e+04 -1.39
5 0.40 -1.0509e+04 -1.0667e+04 1.48
0.45 -1.0329e+04 -1.0333e+04 0.04
0.50 -1.0149e+04 -1.0000e+04 -1.49
6 0.50 -9.8422e+03 -1.0000e+04 1.58
0.55 -9.6621e+03 -9.6668e+03 0.05
0.60 -9.4820e+03 -9.3335e+03 -1.59
7 0.60 -9.1756e+03 -9.3335e+03 1.69
0.65 -8.9955e+03 -9.0002e+03 0.05
0.70 -8.8154e+03 -8.6669e+03 -1.71
8 0.70 -8.5091e+03 -8.6669e+03 1.82
0.75 -8.3290e+03 -8.3336e+03 0.06





ELEMENT - X - STRESS STRESS %
9 0.80 -7.8426e+03 -8.0004e+03 1.97
0.85 -7.6625e+03 -7.6671e+03 0.06
0.90 -7.4824e+03 -7.3338e+03 -2.03
10 0.90 -7.1760e+03 -7.3338e+03 2.15
0.95 -6.9960e+03 -7.0006e+03 0.07
1.00 -6.8160e+03 -6.6673e+03 -2.23
11 1.00 -6.5095e+03 -6.6673e+03 2.37
1.05 -6.3295e+03 -6.3341e+03 0.07
1.10 -6.1495e+03 -6.0008e+03 -2.48
12 1.10 -5.8430e+03 -6.0008e+03 2.63
1.15 -5.6630e+03 -5.6676e+03 0.08
1.20 -5.4831e+03 -5.3344e+03 -2.79
13 1.20 -5.1765e+03 -5.3344e+03 2.96
1.25 -4.9966e+03 -5.0011e+03 0.09
1.30 -4.8167e+03 -4.6679e+03 -3.19
14 1.30 -4.5100e+03 -4.6679e+03 3.38
1.35 -4.3301e+03 -4.3347e+03 0.11
1.40 -4.1503e+03 -4.0015e+03 -3.72
15 1.40 -3.8435e+03 -4.0015e+03 3.95
1.45 -3.6637e+03 -3.6683e+03 0.13
1.50 -3.4839e+03 -3.3351e+03 -4.46
16 1.50 -3.1771e+03 -3.3351e+03 4.74
1.55 -2.9973e+03 -3.0019e+03 0.15
1.60 -2.8175e+03 -2.6687e+03 -5.58
17 1.60 -2.5107e+03 -2.6687e+03 5.92
1.65 -2.3309e+03 -2.3355e+03 0.20
1.70 -2.1511e+03 -2.0023e+03 -7.43
18 1.70 -1.8443e+03 -2.0023e+03 7.89
1.75 -1.6645e+03 -1.6691e+03 0.28





ELEMENT - X - STRESS STRESS %
19 1.80 -1.1779e+03 -1.3359e+03 11.83
1.85 -9.9813e+02 -1.0027e+03 0.46
1.90 -8.1840e+02 -6.6955e+02 -22.23
20 1.90 -5.1207e+02 -6.6955e+02 23.52
1.95 -3.3142e+02 -3.3637e+02 1.47
2.00 -1.5076e+02 -3.1828e+00 -5100.38
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Table A-3
Code Verification Without Contact
Cantilevered Beam - Displacement




Young’s Modulus = 30E6
Transverse Load = 1.0
FEM ANALYTIC ERROR
NODE - X - DISPLACEMENT DISPLACEMENT %
1 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
2 0.05 -3.6579e-05 -3.6728e-05 0.41
3 0.10 -1.4536e-04 -1.4568e-04 0.22
4 0.15 -3.2450e-04 -3.2500e-04 0.15
5 0.20 -5.7214e-04 -5.7284e-04 0.12
6 0.25 -8.8643e-04 -8.8735e-04 0.10
7 0.30 -1.2655e-03 -1.2667e-03 0.09
8 0.35 -1.7076e-03 -1.7090e-03 0.08
9 0.40 -2.2107e-03 -2.2123e-03 0.07
10 0.45 -2.7731e-03 -2.7750e-03 0.07
11 0.50 -3.3928e-03 -3.3951e-03 0.07
12 0.55 -4.0682e-03 -4.0707e-03 0.06
13 0.60 -4.7972e-03 -4.8000e-03 0.06
14 0.65 -5.5780e-03 -5.5812e-03 0.06
15 0.70 -6.4089e-03 -6.4123e-03 0.05
16 0.75 -7.2878e-03 -7.2917e-03 0.05
17 0.80 -8.2131e-03 -8.2173e-03 0.05
18 0.85 -9.1828e-03 -9.1873e-03 0.05
19 0.90 -1.0195e-02 -1.0200e-02 0.05
20 0.95 -1.1248e-02 -1.1253e-02 0.05
21 1.00 -1.2340e-02 -1.2346e-02 0.05
22 1.05 -1.3469e-02 -1.3475e-02 0.04
23 1.10 -1.4633e-02 -1.4640e-02 0.04
24 1.15 -1.5831e-02 -1.5837e-02 0.04
25 1.20 -1.7059e-02 -1.7067e-02 0.04
26 1.25 -1.8318e-02 -1.8326e-02 0.04
27 1.30 -1.9604e-02 -1.9612e-02 0.04
28 1.35 -2.0917e-02 -2.0925e-02 0.04
29 1.40 -2.2253e-02 -2.2262e-02 0.04
30 1.45 -2.3611e-02 -2.3621e-02 0.04
31 1.50 -2.4990e-02 -2.5000e-02 0.04
32 1.55 -2.6388e-02 -2.6398e-02 0.04
33
(continued)
1.60 -2.7802e-02 -2.7812e-02 0.04
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Table A-3 (continued)





34 1.65 -2.9231e-02 -2.9242e-02
35 1.70 -3.0673e-02 -3.0684e-02
36 1.75 -3.2126e-02 -3.2137e-02
37 1.80 -3.3588e-02 -3.3600e-02
38 1.85 -3.5058e-02 -3.5070e-02
39 1.90 -3.6533e-02 -3.6546e-02
40 1.95 -3.8012e-02 -3.8025e-02













Code Verification Without Contact
Timoshenko Beam - Stress




length = 4.0 (results for 1/2 beam)
Young’s Modulus = 30E6
Uniformly Distributed Load = 205/unit !length
FEM ANALYTIC ERROR
ELEMENT - X - STRESS STRESS %
1 0.00 2.7296e+03 2.7265e+03 0.11
0.05 2.7251e+03 2.7250e+03 0.00
0.10 2.7206e+03 2.7203e+03 0.01
2 0.10 2.7206e+03 2.7203e+03 0.01
0.15 2.7101e+03 2.7127e+03 -0.10
0.20 2.6996e+03 2.7019e+03 -0.09
3 0.20 2.6996e+03 2.7019e+03 -0.09
0.25 2.6831e+03 2.6881e+03 -0.19
0.30 2.6666e+03 2.6711e+03 -0.17
4 0.30 2.6666e+03 2.6711e+03 -0.17
0.35 2.6441e+03 2.6512e+03 -0.27
0.40 2.6217e+03 2.6281e+03 -0.24
5 0.40 2.6216e+03 2.6281e+03 -0.25
0.45 2.5931e+03 2.6020e+03 -0.34
0.50 2.5647e+03 2.5727e+03 -0.31
6 0.50 2.5646e+03 2.5727e+03 -0.31
0.55 2.5302e+03 2.5405e+03 -0.41
0.60 2.4957e+03 2.5051e+03 -0.38
7 0.60 2.4956e+03 2.5051e+03 -0.38
0.65 2.4552e+03 2.4667e+03 -0.47
0.70 2.4147e+03 2.4251e+03 -0.43
8 0.70 2.4146e+03 2.4251e+03 -0.43
0.75 2.3682e+03 2.3806e+03 -0.52





ELEMENT - X - STRESS STRESS %
9 0.80 2.3217e+03 2.3329e+03 -0.48
0.85 2.2692e+03 2.2822e+03 -0.57
0.90 2.2167e+03 2.2283e+03 -0.52
10 0.90 2.2167e+03 2.2283e+03 -0.52
0.95 2.1582e+03 2.1715e+03 -0.61
1.00 2.0998e+03 2.1115e+03 -0.55
11 1.00 2.0997e+03 2.1115e+03 -0.56
1.05 2.0352e+03 2.0485e+03 -0.65
1.10 1.9708e+03 1.9823e+03 -0.58
12 1.10 1.9707e+03 1.9823e+03 -0.59
1.15 1.9002e+03 1.9132e+03 -0.68
1.20 1.8298e+03 1.8409e+03 -0.60
13 1.20 1.8297e+03 1.8409e+03 -0.61
1.25 1.7533e+03 1.7656e+03 -0.70
1.30 1.6768e+03 1.6871e+03 -0.61
14 1.30 1.6767e+03 1.6871e+03 -0.62
1.35 1.5943e+03 1.6057e+03 -0.71
1.40 1.5118e+03 1.5211e+03 -0.61
15 1.40 1.5117e+03 1.5211e+03 -0.62
1.45 1.4233e+03 1.4335e+03 -0.71
1.50 1.3348e+03 1.3427e+03 -0.59
16 1.50 1.3347e+03 1.3427e+03 -0.60
1.55 1.2403e+03 1.2490e+03 -0.70
1.60 1.1459e+03 1.1521e+03 -0.54
17 1.60 1.1457e+03 1.1521e+03 -0.55
1.65 1.0453e+03 1.0522e+03 -0.66
1.70 9.4487e+02 9.4915e+02 -0.45
18 1.70 9.4471e+02 9.4915e+02 -0.47
1.75 8.3830e+02 8.4306e+02 -0.56





ELEMENT - X - STRESS STRESS %
19 1.80 7.3172e+02 7.3390e+02 -0.30
1.85 6.1930e+02 6.2166e+02 -0.38
1.90 5.0689e+02 5.0635e+02 0.11
20 1.90 5.0671e+02 5.0635e+02 0.07
1.95 3.8831e+02 3.8796e+02 0.09
2.00 2.6990e+02 2.6650e+02 1.28
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Table A-5
Code Verification Without Contact
Timoshenko Beam - Displacement




length = 4.0 (results for 1/2 beam)
Young’s Modulus = 30E6
Uniformly Distributed Load = 205/unit length
FEM ANALYTIC ERROR
NODE - X - DISPLACEMENT DISPLACEMENT %
1 0.00 -3.0750e-04 -3.0887e-04 -0.44
2 0.05 -3.0725e-04 -3.0864e-04 -0.45
3 0.10 -3.0655e-04 -3.0796e-04 -0.46
4 0.15 -3.0539e-04 -3.0682e-04 -0.47
5 0.20 -3.0379e-04 -3.0524e-04 -0.48
6 0.25 -3.0174e-04 -3.0320e-04 -0.48
7 0.30 -2.9925e-04 -3.0071e-04 -0.49
8 0.35 -2.9630e-04 -2.9778e-04 -0.50
9 0.40 -2.9293e-04 -2.9441e-04 -0.50
10 0.45 -2.8911e-04 -2.9060e-04 -0.51
11 0.50 -2.8487e-04 -2.8636e-04 -0.52
12 0.55 -2.8019e-04 -2.8169e-04 -0.53
13 0.60 -2.7511e-04 -2.7659e-04 -0.54
14 0.65 -2.6960e-04 -2.7108e-04 -0.55
15 0.70 -2.6369e-04 -2.6515e-04 -0.55
16 0.75 -2.5737e-04 -2.5883e-04 -0.56
17 0.80 -2.5067e-04 -2.5210e-04 -0.57
18 0.85 -2.4357e-04 -2.4499e-04 -0.58
19 0.90 -2.3611e-04 -2.3749e-04 -0.58
20 0.95 -2.2826e-04 -2.2963e-04 -0.60
21 1.00 -2.2007e-04 -2.2140e-04 -0.60
22 1.05 -2.1153e-04 -2.1282e-04 -0.61
23 1.10 -2.0265e-04 -2.0390e-04 -0.61
24 1.15 -1.9344e-04 -1.9465e-04 -0.62
25 1.20 -1.8392e-04 -1.8508e-04 -0.63
26 1.25 -1.7409e-04 -1.7520e-04 -0.63
27 1.30 -1.6398e-04 -1.6503e-04 -0.64
28 1.35 -1.5358e-04 -1.5458e-04 -0.65
29 1.40 -1.4292e-04 -1.4386e-04 -0.65
30 1.45 -1.3201e-04 -1.3289e-04 -0.66
31 1.50 -1.2087e-04 -1.2168e-04 -0.67
32
(continued)




ELEMENT - X - DISPLACEMENT DISPLACEMENT %
33 1.60 -9.7932e-05 -9.8597e-05 -0.67
34 1.65 -8.6166e-05 -8.6761e-05 -0.69
35 1.70 -7.4239e-05 -7.4750e-05 -0.68
36 1.75 -6.2145e-05 -6.2581e-05 -0.70
37 1.80 -4.9923e-05 -5.0271e-05 -0.69
38 1.85 -3.7570e-05 -3.7840e-05 -0.71
39 1.90 -2.5127e-05 -2.5304e-05 -0.70
40 1.95 -1.2590e-05 -1.2684e-05 -0.74








Plastic Logical If true, plasticity enabled
TOL Real Tolerance on dunorm for convergence
nn Integer Number of nodes
ne Integer Number of elements
nint Integer Integration order for element
kint Integer Integration order for contact (Gaussian)
mu Real Coefficient of friction
E Real Young’s modulus
Et Real Tangent modulus (plasticity)
nu Real Poisson’s ratio
Sy Real Yield strength
nstep Integer Number of load steps
ireform Integer Number of load steps to reform stiffness matrix
iprn Integer Number of load steps to print results
np Integer Node number to print displacements to screen
xlen Real Length of beam
f len Real Length of straight foundation
thick Real Thickness of beam
nb Integer Number of boundary conditions explicitly 
specified (see NODGEN)
Radius Real Radius of dome shaped foundation
Delta Real Tolerance for contact with dome
Beta Real Multiplier for penalty parameter
Trap Logical If true, trapezoidal integration of contact 
If false, Gaussian integration of order kint
Dist Logical If true, evenly distributed load in y direction
q Real Magnitude of distributed load
VARIABLES INITIALIZED IN SUBROUTINE NODGEN
VARIABLE TYPE DEFINITION
bc(j,i) Character Boundary condition at node i, dof = j(l-3)
F = force, D = displacement, C = constrained 
(set to F unless explicitly specified) 
fb(j,i) Real External force at node i, dof = j(l-3)
(set to 0.0 unless explicitly specified) 
xo(j,i) Real Undeformed coordinates of node i
j = (1,2) for (x,y) 
node(j,n) Integer Nodal members of element n, j = 1,3
cn(i) Real Thickness of element i (set to thick)
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MAJOR VARIABLES IN CONTACT SUBROUTINES
VARIABLE TYPE DEFINITION
contac(i,n) Logical If true, contact exists at integration point i 
of element n
kg( ) Real Global stiffness matrix
kel(ij) Real Local stiffness matrix
kc(ij) Real Contribution to local stiffness matrix 
for elements in contact
un(k) Real Displacement normal to foundation at 
integration point k of element in contact
us(k) Real Displacement tangential to foundation at 
integration point k of contact element
tn(ipt) Real Surface traction normal to foundation 
at integration point ipt
ts(ipt) Real Surface traction tangential to foundation 
at integration point ipt
SIG(n) Real Analytic solution for bending stress at node n
TRAC(n) Real Analytic solution for surface traction at 
node n
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c The program now models a beam on a straight elastic foundation,
c Provisions for the dome shaped foundation and sliding friction
c are disabled.
c If MESH = true, the node mesh is refined from 1.2 to 1.5
c on a 2.0 straight beam.
c If SOFT = true, the penalty parameter is reduced linearly
c between 1.2 and 1.5 by a factor of 0.001 (foundation ’’softer”)
c MESH and SOFT are hard coded in LDH (see line 66).
c 12/13/90
integer * 4 MAXNOD, MAXELM, MAXINT, MAXEQN, 
MAXLEN, MAXSTP, NULL 
real * 8 ZERO








character * 1 be(3,MAXNOD) 
character * 80 string
logical * 1 reform, plastic, plstat(MAXINT),
contac(3,MAXELM), s1ide(3,MAXELM), 
trap, dist, MESH, SOFT
integer * 4 node(3,MAXELM), ip(MAXEQN), ieq(MAXEQN) 
integer * 4 eqcnt3, i, idee, iprn, ipt, ireform, istep, 
iter, j, k, length, n, nint, kint, nb, ne, 
neq, nn, nn2, np, nstep
real * 8 cn(MAXNOD), du(MAXEQN), eno(2,MAXNOD),
ent(2,MAXNOD), eps(3,MAXINT), f(3,MAXNOD), 
fb(3,MAXNOD), Fc(2,MAXNOD), ft(MAXSTP),
Kg(MAXLEN), rs(MAXEQN), tau(3,MAXINT),




real * 8 Beta, Delta, df, dunorm, E, Et, fcx, fey, 
Kstar, mu, nu, phi, radtodeg, Radius, Sy, 
thick, TOL, xlen, xx, yy, flen, q
open (unit=15, file=’file5.dat’, status=’unknown5) 
open (unit=16, file=*file6.dat’, status=’new’, 
carriagecontrol=’list *) 
open (unit=17, file=’file7.dat*, status=’new’, 
carriagecontrol=*list’) 
open (unit=18, file=’file8.dat’, status=’new’, 
carriagecontrol=*list*) 
open (unit=19, file=’file9.dat’, status=’new*, 
carriagecontrol=’list’)
***** set MESH and SOFT (node refinement & fdn softening ****** 
MESH = .False.
SOFT = .False.
radtodeg = 180.DO / (4.DO * datan(l.DO))
read (15,*) string
read (15,*) plastic, TOL
read (15,*) string
read (15,*) nn, ne, nint, kint, mu, E, Et, nu, Sy, 
nstep, ireform, iprn, np 
read (15,*) string 
read (15,*) xlen, flen, thick, nb 
read (15,*) string
read (15,*) Radius, Delta, Beta, Trap
**************Trapezoidal integration************* 
if (trap) then 
kint = 2 
endif
df = l.dO / dble (nstep) 
ft(l) = df 
nn2 = 2 * nn 
do 1 i=l,MAXINT
plstat(i) = .false, 
continue
do 2 i=2,nstep
ft(i) = ft(i-l) + df
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2 continue
call nodgen (ne, xlen, thick, nn, node,
be, xo, eno, cn, MESH)
call kzero (fb,3*nn)
c *********** Establish Distributed Load = q ***************
read (15,*) string
read (15,*) dist, q
if (dist) then 
do 5 k = l,nn
fb(2,k) = q 
5 continue
endif
c ************** Read Boundary Conditions **************
read (15,*) 
do 7 i = l,nb
read (15,*) k, (bc(j,k),j=l,3), (fb(j,k),j=l,3)
7 continue
close (unit=15)
c **** print input data *****
write (16,3000) nn, ne, nint, kint, trap, plastic, MESH, SOFT, 
tol, nstep, ireform, iprn, np 
write (17,3000) nn, ne, nint, kint, trap, plastic, MESH, SOFT, 
tol, nstep, ireform, iprn, np
write (16,3100) mu, E, Et, nu, Sy
write (16,3200) xlen, thick, flen, nb, radius, delta, beta 
write (17,3200) xlen, thick, flen, nb, radius, delta, beta
c ***** write input mesh and connectivity ********
write (17,3300)









write (17,3600) n, (node(j,n),j=l,3)
11 continue
c ***** Initialize contac and slide variables *****
do 14 n = l,ne
do 12 i = l,nint
contac(i,n) = .false, 




do 15 n=l,nn 
xt(l,n) = xo(l,n) 
xt(2,n) = xo(2,n) 
ent(l,n) = eno(l,n) 
ent(2,n) = eno(2,n)
15 continue
neq = eqcnt3 (nn, be, ieq)
call numeq3 (ne, neq, length, node, ieq, ip) 
write (*,*) ’Length: ’,length 
call kzero (rs, neq) 
reform = .true.
call conchk (ne, xt, flen, node, contac, xcon, kint, trap, 
radius, delta)
do 55 istep=l,nstep
do 25 iter=l,100 
if (reform) then
call bstif (ne,nint,E, Et, eps, Sy, nu, xt, cn, ent, tau, 
node, ieq, ip, Kg, length, plstat, plastic) 
call getpen (KG, ip, neq, beta, kstar) 
call constr (ne, node, ieq, ip, xt, contac, kstar, 
kg, kint, trap, SOFT, slide)
idee = 1 
reform = .false, 
else
idee = 2 
end if
call kbalan (du, rs, neq) 
call kzero (rs, neq)
call dsforc (nn, ieq, fb, u, ft(istep),
Kg, du, ip, be, Kstar) 
call exfor3 (nn, ieq, fb, Fc, ft(istep), du) 
call simeq (Kg, du, neq, ip, idee, 1)
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call update (nn, xt, ent, du, u, ieq) 
call tnorm3 (ne, node, ieq, xt, kstar, 
contac, tn, fcx, fey, rs, 
du, kint, trap, SOFT, 
radius, slide, mu, ts)
call stres3 (ne, nint, neq, node, ieq, xo, xt, cn,
eno, ent, du, E, Et, nu, Sy, tau, eps, 
rs, plstat, plastic) 
call norm (du, u, ieq, nn, dunorm) 
call kzero (Fc, nn2) 
write (*,1000) istep, iter, dunorm, u(2,np), u(3,np) 
if (dunorm .It. TOL) go to 30
if (mod(iter,ireform) .eq. NULL) reform = .true.
C ******** PRINT CONTACT FORCES EACH ITERATION ******
c write (16,1000) istep, iter, dunorm, u(2,np), u(3,np)
c write (16,3700)
c do 23 n=l,ne
c do 22 j=l,kint
c if (contac(j,n)) then
c ipt = kint * (n - 1) + j
c yy = radius - xcon(2,ipt)
c xx = xcon(l,ipt)
c phi = datan2 (xx, yy) * radtodeg






30 reform = .true.
call conchk (ne, xt, flen, node, contac, xcon, kint, trap, 
radius, delta)
c write (*,1100) ((contac(j,i),j=l,kint),i=l,ne)
c write (*,1200) ((slide(j,i), j=lkint),i=l,10)
c Print intermediate answers
if (mod(istep,iprn) .eq. NULL .or. istep .eq. nstep) then 
write (17,2005) istep, ft(istep) 












call sigma (E, cn, nn, fb, flen, xlen,
xt, KSTAR, BETA, M, SIG, TRAC)
do 40 n=l,ne






if (contac(j,n)) then 
ipt = kint * (n - 1) + j 
yy = radius - xcon(2,ipt) 
xx = xcon(l,ipt)
phi = datan2 (xx, yy) * radtodeg
c write (*,3800) ipt, phi,
c (xcon(i,ipt),i=l,2), tn(ipt)
C IF (XCON(1,IPT) .GE. 1.D0) THEN












1000 format (* Istep *,i5,’ Iter’,i3,’ dunorm *,612.5,* u ’,
2(el4.7,lx))
1100 format (* contact*,30L)
1200 format ( slide *,30L)
2000 format (/3x,*N0DE - X -  - Y -  -UX- - UY -’,
.’ - BETA -’/)
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- SR -
2005 format (* Step No. ’,i4,’ Load Fraction: ’,fl0.5/)
2010 format (3x,i4,2(lx,el0.3),lx,3(lx,el2.5))







- X - - Y -
- SRT - ’)
- X - - SR - - SIGMA
- X - - TRACTION - *)
SUMMATION OF CONTACT FORCES ’/)
FCX = * ,E12.5, ’ FCY = \E12.5/)
- ’)
3000 format (’ L D H  A N A L Y S I  S’//
’ NUMBER OF NODES .......... :’,15/
’ NUMBER OF ELEMENTS...... : ’,15/
’ INTEGRATION ORDER........ : ’,15/
’ CONTACT INTEGRATION ORDER . . :’,15/
’ TRAPEZOIDAL INTEGRATION (T/F) :’,3x,L/
’ PLASTIC ANALYSIS ENABLED (T/F) :’,3x,L/
’ LOCAL MESH REFINEMENT (T/F) :’,3X,L/
’ LOCAL SOFTENING PEN PARAMETER :\3X,L/
’ CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE . . . .  :’,E12.5/
’ NUMBER OF LOAD STEPS . . . .  :’,15/
’ STIFFNESS REFORMATIONS INT. . :’,15/
’ PRINT INTERVAL .......... :’,15/
’ MONITOR DISPLACENT OF NODE . :’,I5//)
3100 format (’ M A T E R I A L  P R O P E R T I  E S*//
’ FRICTION COEFFICIENT (MU) . . :’,E12.5/
’ MODULUS OF ELASTICITY . . . .  :*,E12.5/
’ STRAIN HARDENING SLOPE . . . :’,E12.5/
’ POISSON RATIO ............ :’,E12.5/
’ YIELD STRENGTH ..........  :’,E12.5//)
3200 format (’ G E O M E T R I C  P A R A M E T E R  S’//
’ BEAM LENGTH .............  :’,E12.5/
* BEAM THICKNESS ..........  :’,E12.5/
’ FOUNDATION LENGTH ........  :’,E12.5/
’ APPLIED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS . :’,15/
’ DOME RADIUS .............  :’,E12.5/
’ CONTACT TOLERANCE ........  :*,E12.5/
’ PENALTY MULTIPLYING FACTOR . :’,E12.5//)
3300 format (’ NODE BC - X - - Y - -EN(1)- -EN(2)-
’ THICK - FX - - FY -’/)
3400 format (Ix,i4,lx,3al,2(lx,f7.4),2(lx,el0.3),lx,f6.3,2(lx,el0.3))
3500 format (’ E L E M E N T A L  N O D E  S’//
’ ELEM NOD(1) NOD(2) NOD(3)’/)
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3600 format (lx,4(i4,4x))
3700 format (’ C O N T A C T  P O I N T S  A N D  L O A D  S’//
.’ IPT ANGLE - X - - Y - - NORMAL -’)
3800 format (3x,i4,3x,f8.5,3x,2(2x,el2.5),3x,el2.5) 
end
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subroutine nodgen (ne, xlen, thick, nn, node,
be, xo, eno, cn, MESH)
real * 8 xo(2,*), eno(2,*), cn(*), dx, xlen, xn, xx, thick,
ZERO, ONE, 
xdel
integer * 4 i, j, n, ne, nn, node(3,*) 
character * 1 be(3,*) 








xn = 2 * ne 
nn = 2 * ne + 1 
dx = xlen/xn
if (MESH) dx = 1.2d0 / 42.dO
xn = ZERO
do 20 i=l,nn 
xo(1,i) = xn 
xo(2,i) = ZERO 
eno(l,i) = ZERO 
eno(2,i) = ONE 




C ***** change for mesh refinement *****
if (MESH) then
if ((i ,ge. 43) .and. (i .It. (nn-18))) then 
xdel = (nn-61) 
dx = 0.3d0 / xdel 
elseif (i .ge. (nn-18)) then
C ***** Note: if MESH = True,
C ***** this version has been changed to refine the node
C ***** mesh on a beam of length 2.0. The mesh is refined from
C ***** x = 1.2 to 1.5. The basic node spacing on the rest of
C ***** the beam corresponds to 71 nodes (35 elements) evenly
C ***** spaced on the 2.0 beam. 12/29/90
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dx = 0.5dO / 18.dO
endif
endif
xn = xn + dx 
20 continue
do 30 n=l,ne
node(l,n) = 2 * n - 1 
node(2,n) = node(l,n) + 1 





subroutine conchk(ne, xt, flen, node, contac, xcon, nint, trap,
radius, delta)
logical * 1 contacts,*), trap
integer * 4 i, ipt, j, k, nint, n, ne, node(3,*), nodes, net
real * 8 xt(2,*), V(2), xcon(2,*), xipt(3), yipt(3), xl(2,3), 
rr(3), h(3), clear, delta, r, r2, radi, radius, ZERO, 
HALF, ONE, flen
parameter (ZERO=0.dO, HALF=0.5d0, ONE=l.dO)
net = 0 
radi = ZERO
c ***** Loop Over Elements ***** 
do 100 n = l,ne
c ***** define integration locations - points along center
line*****
if (nint.eq.l) then 
rr(l) = ZERO 
elseif (nint.eq.2) then 
rr(l) = -ONE/dsqrt(3.dO) 
rr(2) = -rr(l) 
else
rr(l) = -dsqrt (0.6d0) 
rr(2) = ZERO 
rr(3) = -rr(l) 
endif
***** Trapezoidal Integration ***** 
if (TRAP) then 
nint = 2 
rr(1) = -ONE 
rr(2) = -rr(l) 
endif
***** set up local coordinates for the nodes *****
nodes = 3 
do 15 i = 1,nodes 
k = node(i,n)
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c ***** find coordinates of integration points - center line *****
do 25 i = l,nint 
r = rr(i) 
r2 = r * r
h( 1) = HALF * (r2 - r) 
h(2) = ONE - r2 
h(3) = HALF * (r2 + r) 
xipt(i) = ZERO 
yipt(i) = ZERO 
do 20 j=l,nodes
xipt(i) = xipt(i) + xl(l,j) * h(j) 
yipt(i) = yipt(i) + xl(2,j) * h(j)
20 continue
25 continue
c ***** check for contact at integration points *****
c ***** straight Foundation *****
do 30 i = l,nint
ipt = nint * (n - 1) + i 
if (xipt(i) .le. flen) then 
contac(i,n) = .true, 
net = net + 1 




c ***** Dome Shaped Foundation *****
c
c radi = ZERO
c do 30 i = l,nint
c ipt = nint * (n-1) + i
c if (.not.contac(i,n)) then
c v(l) = xipt(i)
c v(2) = yipt(i) + radius
c radi = (v(l)*v(l) + v(2)*v(2))
c radi = dsqrt (radi)
c clear = radi - radius
c if (clear .le. delta) then











net = net + 1 
xcon(l,ipt) = xipt(i) 
xcon(2,ipt) = yipt(i)
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subroutine constr (ne, node, ieq, ip, xt, contac,
Kstar, kg, nint, trap, SOFT, slide)
logical * 1 contac(3,*), CONTACT, trap, SOFT, slide (3,*) 
integer * 4 i, ip(*), ieq(*), nint, n, ne, node(3,*), NULL, 
nn, nnode
real * 8 Kg(*), Kstar, Kel(45), xt(2,*), ZERO, TOL
parameter (ZERO=0.dO, NULL=0, TOL=0.dO)
do 30 n=l,ne
CONTACT = .false, 
do 10 i = l,nint
if(contac(i,n)) CONTACT = .true.
10 continue
if (CONTACT) then
call constf(n, nint, xt, node, kstar,
contac, kel, trap, SOFT, ne, slide) 





subroutine constf (n, nint, xt, node, kstar,
contac, kel, trap, SOFT, ne, slide)
logical * 1 contac(3,*), trap, SOFT, slide (3,*) 
integer * 4 i, ij, j, k, n, nint, nod, node(3,*), nodes, NULL, 
ne, nn, nnode
real * 8 a(2,2), alpha, Det, dhdr(3), dxdr(2,2), ds, h(3), 
ht(2,6), Kel(*), kc(21), Kstar, rr(3), wt(3), 
t(2,2), r, r2, s, xt(2,*), xl(2,3), ZERO, HALF, 
ONE, TWO, EPS, factor
parameter (NULL = 0,
ZERO = O.dO, 
HALF = 0.5d0, 




*** set up integration points ****
if (nint.eq.l) then 
rr(l) = ZERO 
wt(1) = TWO 
elseif (nint.eq.2) then
rr(l) = -ONE/dsqrt(3.dO) 
rr(2) = -rr(l) 
wt(1) = ONE 
wt(2) = wt(l)
else
rr(l) = -dsqrt(0.6d0) 
rr(2) = zero 
rr(3) = -rr(l) 
wt(1) = 5.dO/9.dO 
wt(2) = 8.d0/9.d0 
wt(3) = wt(l)
endif
***** Trapezoidal Integration ***** 
if (TRAP) then 
nint = 2 
rr(1) = -ONE 
rr(2) = -rr(l) 
wt(1) = ONE 
wt(2) = wt(l) 
endif
**** initialize matrices ****
call kzero (t,4) 
call kzero (kc»21) 
call kzero (kel,45)
***** set up local coordinates for the nodes
nodes = 3 
do 30 i = 1,nodes 
nod = node(i,n) 
xl(l,i) = xt(l,nod) 
xl(2,i) = xt(2,nod) 
30 continue
c ***** integration loop ****
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s = ZERO
do 100 k = l,nint
r = rr(k) 
r2 = r * r
h(1) = HALF * (r2 - r) 
h (2) = ONE - r2 
h(3) = HALF * (r2 + r) 
dhdr(l) = r - HALF 
dhdr(2) = - TWO * r 
dhdr(3) = r + HALF
c ****** transpose matrix *****
call kzero (dxdr,4)
do 40 i = 1,nodes
dxdr(l,l) = dxdr(l,l) + dhdr(i)*xl(1,i) 
dxdr(l,2) = dxdr(l,2) + dhdr(i)*xl(2,i)
40 continue
ds = dsqrt (dxdr(1,1)**2 + dxdr(l,2)**2) * wt(k) 
s = s + ds
dxdr(2,l) = -dxdr(l,2) 
dxdr(2,2) = dxdr(l,l)
det = dxdr(l,l)*dxdr(2,2) - dxdr(l,2)*dxdr(2,1) 
det = dsqrt(det)
do 55 i = 1,2
do 50 j = 1,2
t(i,j) = dxdr(i,j)/det 
50 continue
55 continue
c ! DEBUG LINES
c T(1,1) = ONE
c T(l,2) = ZERO
c T(2,1) = ZERO
c T(2,2) = ONE
c ! DEBUG LINES TO HERE




alpha = EPS * kstar 
endif
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c *** find product h * t = ht ****
ij = null 
do 70 i = 1,3
do 65 j = 1,2
ij = ij + 1
ht(l,ij) = h(i) * t(l,j)
ht(2,ij) = h(i) * t(2, j)
65 continue
70 continue
c **** find product [ht]t * [a] * [ht] = [kc]******
ij = NULL
do 80 j = 1,6 
do 75 i = 1,j 
ij = ij + 1
kc(ij) = alpha * ht(2,i) * ht(2,j)
c ***** Add component for sticking condition *****
c
c if (.not.slide(k,n)) then




c ***** reduce penalty parameter locally if SOFT = true ***** 
if (SOFT) then
nn = 2* ne + 1 
nnode = 2 * n + 1
if ((nnode .ge. 43) .and. (nnode .It. (nn-18))) then
c ***** Linear Softening *****
factor = ONE - .999d0 * (nnode-43)/(nn-61)
c ***** step softening *****
C factor = 0.001





Kel(1) = Kel(l) + Kc(1) * ds
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Kel 2) = Kel 2) Kc 2) * ds
Kel 3) = Kel 3) Kc 3) * ds
Kel 7) = Kel 7) Kc 4) * ds
Kel 8) = Kel 8) Kc 5) * ds
Kel 10) = Kel 10) Kc 6) * ds
Kel 11) = Kel 11) Kc 7) * ds
Kel 12) = Kel 12) Kc 8) * ds
Kel 14) = Kel 14) Kc 9) * ds
Kel 15) Kel 15) Kc 10 * ds
Kel 22) = Kel 22) Kc 11 * ds
Kel 23) = Kel 23) Kc 12 * ds
Kel 25) = Kel 25) Kc 13 * ds
Kel 26) Kel 26) Kc 14 * ds
Kel 28) = Kel 28) Kc 15 * ds
Kel 29) = Kel 29) Kc 16 * ds
Kel 30) = Kel 30) Kc 17 * ds
Kel 32) = Kel 32) Kc 18 * ds
Kel 33) = Kel 33) Kc 19 * ds
Kel 35) = Kel 35) Kc 20 * ds





subroutine tnorm3 (ne, node, ieq, xt, kstar,
contac, tn, fcx, fey, rs, 
du, nint, trap, SOFT, 
radius, slide, mu, ts)
logical * 1 contac(3,*), CONTACT, trap, SOFT, slide(3,*) 
integer * 4 i, idof, ieqn, ii, ieq(*), ipt, j, k, n, 
ne, nint, nod, node(3,*), nodes, NULL, 
nn, nnode
real * 8 cosine, dhdr(3), dxdr(2), fx, fy, h(3), kstar, 
rr(3), rs(*), sine, tn(*), ts(*), wt(3), 
xl(2,3), xt(2,*), rt(9), T(2,2), 
du(*), deltau(2,3), un(3), us(3)
real * 8 dgamma, ds, dx, dy, fcx, fey, HALF, ONE, r, 
radius, rn, r2, TWO, xipt, yipt, ZERO, 
mu, dxipt, dyipt, factor





fcx = ZERO 
fey = ZERO
c ***** Loop Over Elements *****
do 200 n = l,ne
CONTACT = .false, 
do 5 i=l,nint
if (contac(i,n)) CONTACT = .true. 
5 continue
ipt = nint * (n - 1)
if (CONTACT) then
c ***** define integration locations - points along center
line*****





























c ***** Trapezoidal Integration *****
if (TRAP) then 
nint = 2 
rr(1) = -ONE 
rr(2) = -rr(l) 
wt(1) = ONE 
wt(2) = wt(l) 
endif
c ***** set up local coordinates for the nodes *****
nodes = 3 
do 15 i = 1,nodes 
nod = node(i,n) 
xl(lyi) = xt(l,nod) 
xl(2,i) = xt(2,nod) 
k = 3*(nod-l)
do 10 j = 1,2
idof = k+j 
ieqn = ieq(idof)
if (ieqn .ne. NULL) deltau(j,i) = du(ieqn) 
10 continue
15 continue
c ***** find coordinates of integration points - center line
*****
fx = ZERO 
fy = ZERO
ds = ZERO
call kzero (rt, 9)
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do 100 k = l,nint
ipt = ipt + 1 
if(contac(k,n)) then 
r = rr(k) 
r2 = r * r
h(1) = HALF * (r2 - r) 
h (2) = ONE - r2 
h(3) = HALF * (r2 + r) 
dhdr(l) = r - HALF 
dhdr(2) = - TWO * r 
dhdr(3) = r + HALF
xipt = ZERO 
yipt = ZERO 
dxipt = ZERO 
dyipt = ZERO
call kzero (dxdr,2) 
do 20 j=l,nodes
xipt = xipt + xl(l,j) * h(j) 
yipt = yipt + xl(2,j) * h(j) 
dxipt = dxipt + deltau(l,j) * h(j) 
dyipt = dyipt + deltau(2,j) * h(j) 
dxdr(l) = dxdr(l) + dhdr(j) * xl(l,j) 
dxdr(2) = dxdr(2) + dhdr(j) * xl(2,j)
20 continue
dgamma = dsqrt(dxdr(l)*dxdr(l) + dxdr(2)*dxdr(2)) 
T(1,1) = dxdr(l) / dgamma 
T(1,2) = dxdr(2) / dgamma 
T(2,1) = - T(l,2)
T(2,2) = T(1,1)
! DEBUG LINES 
! T(1,1) = ONE 
! T(1,2) = ZERO 
! T(2,1) = ZERO 
! T(2,2) = ONE 
! DEBUG LINES
dgamma = dgamma  ̂wt(k)
c find displacements, tractions, and forces *****
c ***** straight Foundation ********
un(k) = yipt




c ***** Dome shaped foundation - geometric approach *****
c
c dx = xipt
c dy = yipt + radius
c rn = dsqrt (dx*dx + dy*dy)
c sine = dx/rn
c cosine = -dy/rn
c un(k) = rn - radius
c
c ***** Dome shaped foundation - displacement approach *****
c
c us(k) = dxipt * T(l,l) + dyipt * T(1,2)
c un(k) = dxipt * T(2,1) + dyipt * T(2,2)
c
c !us(k) = xipt DEBUG LINE
c !un(k) = yipt DEBUG LINE
c
c **** Sliding & Normal Components of Stress *****
c
c ts(ipt) = kstar * us(k)
c tn(ipt) = kstar * un(k)
c 
c
c ***** reduce penalty parameter locally if SOFT = true *****
if (SOFT) then 
nn = 2 * ne + 1 
nnode = 2 * n + 1
if ((nnode .ge. 43) .and. (nnode .It. (nn-18))) then 
c ***** Linear Softening *******
factor = ONE - .999d0 * (nnode-43)/(nn-61)
***** step Softening ********* 
factor = 0.001 




c **** Sliding & Normal Components of Stress *****
c
c ts(ipt) = kstar * us(k)
c tn(ipt) = kstar * un(k)
c ***** Compute Contact Forces *****
fx = fx + (tn(ipt) * T(1,2)) * dgamma
fy = fy + (tn(ipt) * T(2,2)) * dgamma
ds = ds + dgamma
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***** Add sliding component of Force *****
fx = fx + (ts(ipt) * T(l,l)) 
fy = fy + (ts(ipt) * T(2,1))
***** check for sliding and adjust ts *****
if (tn(ipt) .It. ZERO) then
if (abs(ts(ipt)) .gt. abs((mu * tn(ipt)))) then 





**** Compute normal restraining loads rs 9) ****
rt( 1 = rt( 1) + h( 1) * (T(2,l) * tn(ipt) * dgamma
rt(2 = rt(2) + h( 1) * (T(2,2) * tn(ipt) * dgamma
rt(4 = rt(4) + h (2) * (T(2,1) * tn(ipt) * dgamma
rt(5 = rt(5) + h (2) * (T(2,2) * tn(ipt) * dgamma
rt( 7 = rt(7) + h( 3) * (T (2,1) * tn(ipt) * dgamma
rt(8 = rt(8) + h( 3) * (T(2,2) * tn(ipt) * dgamma
c **** Compute tangential restraining loads rs(9) ****
c rt(l) = rt(l
c rt(2) = rt(2
c rt(4) = rt(4
c rt(5) = rt(5
c rt(7) = rt(7
c rt(8) = rt(8
+ h( 1) * (T(1,1) * ts(ipt)) * dgamma
+ h(l) * (T(1,2) * ts(ipt)) * dgamma
+ h (2) * (T(1,1) * ts(ipt)) * dgamma
+ h (2) * (T(1,2) * ts(ipt)) * dgamma
+ h( 3) * (T(1,1) * ts(ipt)) * dgamma
+ h(3) * (T(1,2) * ts(ipt)) * dgamma
endif
100 continue
ii = NULL 
do 120 i=l,3
k = 3 * (node(i,n) - 1) 
do 110 j=l,2 
ii = ii + 1 
idof = k + j 
ieqn = ieq(idof) 
if (ieqn .ne. NULL) then







ii = ii + 1 
continue
fcx = fcx + fx 






SUBROUTINE SIGMA (E, CN, nn, fb, flen, xlen,
xt, KSTAR, BETA, M, SIG, TRAC)
c ***** Note: This subroutine calculates the closed form solution ***
c ***** for a cantilever overhanging an elastic foundation with a ***
c ***** point load on the free end. SIG(n) = stress on the bottom ***
c ***** surface, (ref. Hetenyi) ***
Integer * 4 nn, node
Real * 8 cn(*), fb(3,*), xt(2,*), SIG(*), M(*), TRAC(*)
Real * 8 E, K, lamda, I, Ma, flen, L, xlen, x, xl, KSTAR, BETA, 
TWO, THREE, FOUR, FOURTH,
FFa, FFb, FFc, FFd, FFe, FFf, FFg, FFh, FFi, Mo,
FFj, FFk, FFI, FFm, FFn, FFo, Yl, Y2, Y




K = 10.DO * KSTAR / BETA 
L = xlen - flen 
I = (cn(nn)**THREE)/12.d0 
lamda = (K/(FOUR*E*I))**FOURTH 
Mo = fb(2,nn) * L
do 50 node = 1, nn
xl = xt(l,node) 
x = flen - xl
If (xl .It. flen) then
FFa = fb(2,nn) / lamda
FFb = Sinh(lamda * flen) * sin(lamda * x) * Sinh(lamda * xl) 
FFc = sin(lamda * flen) * Sinh(lamda * x) * sin(lamda * xl) 
FFd = (Sinh(lamda * flen)) ** TWO
- (sin(lamda * flen)) ** TWO
FFe = Sinh(lamda * flen)
FFg = Sinh(lamda * xl) * cos(lamda * x)
+ Cosh(lamda * xl) * sin(lamda * x)
FFh = sin(lamda*flen)
FFi = Sinh(lamda * x) * cos(lamda * xl)
+ Cosh(lamda * x) * sin(lamda * xl)
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M(node) = FFa * ((FFb - FFc) / FFd)
- (Mo/FFd) * ( FFe * FFg - FFh * FFi)
FFj = TWO * (-fb(2,nn)) * lamda / k 
FFk = Sinh(lamda * flen) * cos(lamda * x)
* Cosh(lamda * xl)
FFI = sin(lamda * flen) * Cosh(lamda * x)
* cos(lamda * xl)
FFm = TWO * Mo * (lamda ** TWO) / K 
FFn = Cosh(lamda * xl) * sin(lamda * x)
- Sinh(lamda * xl) * cos(lamda * x)
FFo = Sinh(lamda * x) * cos(lamda * xl)
- Cosh(lamda * x) * sin(lamda * xl)
Y1 = FFj * (FFk - FFI) / FFd
Y2 = (FFm / Ffd) * (FFe * FFn + FFh * FFo)
Y = -(Yl + Y2)
TRAC(node) = K * Y
else
M(node) = -fb(2,nn) * (L - (xl - flen))
end if





integer * 4 function eqcnt3 (nn, be, ieq)
character * 1 be(3,*)
integer * 4 i, ieq(*)f j, ndof, neq, nn, nqn
ndof = 3 
neq = 0 
nqn = 0 
do 10 i=l,nn 
do 5 j=l,ndof 
nqn = nqn + 1
if (bc(j,i) .ne. ’C’) then 
neq = neq + 1 
ieq(nqn) = neq 
else








subroutine numeq3 (NE, NEQ, LENGTH, NODE, IEQ, IP) 
implicit integer * 4 (i-n)
COMMON /WORK/ IS(9000)
DIMENSION IEQ(*), IP(*), NODE(3,*), LEQ(3)
DO 5 1=1,NEQ 
IS(I)=0 
5 CONTINUE
DO 60 1=1,NE 
IMIN=32767 
NODES = 3 
NDOF = 3
DO 40 J=l,NODES 
IF(NODE(J,I))40,40,10 















DO 55 J=l,NODES 
IF(NODE(J,I).LE.0)GOTO55 
DO 45 K=1,NDOF 
45 LEQ(K)=NDOF*NODE(J,I)-NDOF+K

















1100 FORMAT(’*** ERROR - NUMBER OF EQUATIONS EXCEED ALLOWABLE ***’/ 
*’**** EQUATIONS:’,15,3X,’ ALLOWABLE: \ 15,’ ****’)
1200 FORMAT(’*** PROGRAM TERMINATION IN SUBROUTINE PROFIL ***’)
END
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subroutine bstif (ne, nint, E, Et, eps, Sy, nu, xt, cn, ent, tau,
node, ieq, ip, Kg, length, plstat, plastic)
logical * 1 plstat(*), plastic
integer * 4 ieq(*), ip(*), length, n, nint, ne, node(3,*)
real * 8 cn(*), ent(2,*), eps(3,*), Kg(*), Kel(45),
tau(3,*), xt(2,*) 
real * 8 E, Et, nu, Sy
call kzero (Kg, length)
do 5 n=l,ne
call stiff3 (n, nint,E, Et, eps, Sy, nu, xt, tau,
cn, ent, node, Kel, plstat, plastic) 




subroutine stiff3 (n, nint, E, Et, eps, Sy, nu, x, tau,
cn, en, node, Kel, plstat, plastic)
logical * 1 plstat(*), plastic 
integer * 4 i, ij, ipt, j, k, 1, lx, ly, mem, n, 
nint, nintx, ninty, node(3,*), nodes,
NULL
real * 8 BL(3,9), BNL(4,9), cl(3), cn(*), D(3,3),
dhdr(3), dxdr(2,2), en(2,*), enl(2,3), eps(3,*), 
h(3), Ji(2,2), Kel(*), rr(3), rn(2), wr(3), 
wn(2), tau(3,*), tauloc(4,4), x(2,*), xl(2,3)
real * 8 Area, BTDB, DB, cosine, DET, E, Et, dV, 





c Define integration locations and weights for
c Gauss quadrature in transverse direction
rn(l) = - ONE / dsqrt(3.d0) 










c Define integration locations and weights for
c Gauss quadrature in tangential direction




















= 5.dO / 9.d0 
= 8.d0 / 9.d0 
= wr(l)
call kzero (Kel, 45)
nodes = 3
mem = nodes * 3
c Set up local coordinates for the three nodes
do 15 i=l,nodes 
k = node(i,n) 
cl(i) = cn(k) 
do 10 j=l,2




c Loop over all integration points (2x2 integration) 
Area = ZERO
ipt = (n - 1) * nintx * ninty
do 75 lx=l,nintx 
r = rr(lx) 
do 70 ly=l,ninty
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ipt = ipt + 1 
s = rn(ly)
call stdm3 (r, s, xl, cl, enl, h, dhdr, dxdr, 
Ji, Det, BL, BNL, sine, cosine) 
if (plastic .and. plstat(ipt)) then 
call dmatrx (E, Et, Sy, nu, D, tau, 
eps, ipt, sine, cosine)
else
call dstif (E, nu, D, sine, cosine) 
end if
ij = 0
dV = wr(lx) * wn(ly) * Det 
do 35 j=l,mem 
do 30 i=l,j 
ij = ij + 1 
BTDB = ZERO 
do 25 k=l,3 
DB = ZERO 
do 20 1=1,3
DB = DB + D(k,1) * BL(1,j) 
20 continue
BTDB = BTDB + BL(k,i) * DB 
25 continue
Kel(ij) = Kel(ij) + BTDB * dV 
30 continue
35 continue
do 45 i=l,4 
do 40 j=l,4





















do 60 i=l,j 
ij = ij + 1 
BTDB = ZERO 
do 55 k=l,4
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DB = ZERO 
do 50 1=1,4 
DB = DB + tauloc(k,l) * BNL(l,j) 
50 continue
BTDB = BTDB + BNL(k,i) * DB 
55 continue
Kel(ij) = Kel(ij) + BTDB * dV 
60 continue
65 continue





subroutine stdm3 (r, s, xl, cl, enl, h, dhdr, dxdr,
Ji, Det, BL, BNL, sine, cosine)
integer M  i, k, nodes
real * 8 BL(3,*), BNL(4,*), cl(*), dudx(4), dhdr(*), 
dxdr(2,2), enl(2,*), g(2,3), h(*), xl(2,*),
J i (2,2)






nodes = 3 
r2 = r * r
h(1) = HALF * (r2 - r)
h(2) = ONE - r2
h(3) = HALF * (r2 + r)
dhdr(1) = r - HALF 
dhdr(2) = - TWO * r 
dhdr(3) = r + HALF
dxdr(1,1) = ZERO 
dxdr(2,1) = ZERO
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dxdr(1,2) = ZERO 
dxdr(2,2) = ZERO
do 5 k=l,nodes 
dxdr(l,l) = dxdr(1,1) + dhdr(k) * xl(l,k)
+ s * cl(k) * dhdr(k) * enl(l,k) / TWO 
dxdr(1,2) = dxdr(1,2) + dhdr(k) * xl(2,k)
+ s * cl(k) * dhdr(k) * enl(2,k) / TWO 
dxdr(2,l) = dxdr(2,l) + cl(k) * h(k) * enl(l,k) / TWO
dxdr(2,2) = dxdr(2,2) + cl(k) * h(k) * enl(2,k) / TWO
5 continue
c Find direction cosines at integration point -------------
Den = dsqrt (dxdr(1,1) * dxdr(1,1) + dxdr(1,2) * dxdr(l,2)) 
cosine = dxdr(1,1) / Den 
sine = dxdr(1,2) / Den
Det = dxdr(1,1) * dxdr(2,2) - dxdr(1,2) * dxdr(2,1)
Ji(1,1) = dxdr(2,2) / Det
Ji(l,2) = - dxdr(1,2) / Det
Ji(2,l) = - dxdr(2,1) / Det
Ji(2,2) = dxdr(1,1) / Det
c Evaluate incremental strain-displacement matrix [B]
do 10 k=l,nodes 
g(l,k) = - cl(k) * enl(2,k) / TWO 
g(2,k) = cl(k) * enl(l,k) / TWO


























i = i + 1 
dudx(l) = ZERO 
dudx(2) = ZERO 
dudx(3) = BL(l,i-l)
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dudx(4) = BL(3,i-l) 
BL(1,i) = ZERO 
BL(2,i) = dudx(4)
BL(3,i) = dudx(3) 
BNL(1,i) = ZERO 
BNL(2,i) = dudx(3) 
BNL(3,i) = ZERO 
BNL(4,i) = dudx(4)
i = i + 1
dudx(1) = (Ji(l,l) * s * dhdr(k) + J i (1,2) ♦ h(k)) * g(l>k)
dudx(2) = (Ji(2,l) * s * dhdr(k) + Ji(2,2) * h(k)) * g(l,k)
dudx(3) = (Ji(l,l) ♦ s * dhdr(k) + Ji(l»2) * h(k)) * g(2,k)
dudx(4) = (Ji(2,1) ♦ s ♦ dhdr(k) + J i (2,2) * h(k)) * g(2,k)
BL(1,i) = dudx(1) 
BL(2,i) = dudx(4)
BL(3,i) = dudx(2) + dudx(3) 
BNL(1,i) = dudx(1)
BNL(2,i) = dudx(3) 






subroutine adder3 (n, node, ieq, ip, Kel, Kg)
real * 8 Kel(*), kg(*)
integer * 4 ijloc, i, ieq(*), ieqn, ii, il, ip(*), 
j> jj> J1> local, Ip(9), m, n, ndof, 
node(3,*), nodes
ijloc(i,j) = (j * (j - 1))/2 + i




ieqn = ndof * (node(i,n) - 1) + j




do 20 j=l,(ndof * nodes)
if (lp(j) .ne. 0) then
do 15 i=l,j
if (lp(i) .ne. 0) then
ii = lp(i) 
jj = lp(J) 
il = min0(ii,jj) 
jl = max0(ii,jj) 
m = ip(jl) - jl + il 
local = ijloc(i,j) 








subroutine exfor3 (nn, ieq, f, fc, ft, r)
real * 8 f(3,*), r(*), fc(2,*), ft
integer * 4 i, idof, ieq(*), ieqn, ii, j, 1, n, nn, NULL 
parameter (NULL=0) 
ii = 1
do 10 n=l,nn 
do 5 1=1,3
ieqn = ieq(ii) 
if (ieqn .ne. 0) then
r(ieqn) = r(ieqn) + f(l,n) * ft 
endif




idof = 3 * (i - 1) ■ 
do 20 j=l,2
idof = idof + 1
ieqn = ieq(idof)
if (ieqn .ne. NULL) then
r(ieqn) = r(ieqn) + fc(j,i) 
endif
subroutine dsforc (nn, ieq, f, u, ft, KG, r, ip, be, Kstar)
character * 1 be(3,*)
integer * 4 i, idof, ieq(*), ieqn, ip(*), ipiv,
j, ndof, nn
real * 8 Kstar, KG(*), f(3,*), u(3,*), r(*), ft
ndof = 3
do 10 i=l,nn 
do 5 j=l,ndof








idof = ndof * (i - 1) + j
ieqn = ieq(idof)
ipiv = ip(ieqn)
KG(ipiv) = Kg(ipiv) + Kstar









subroutine stres3 (ne, nint, neq, node, ieq, xo, xt, cn,
eno, ent, du, E, Et, nu, sy, tau, eps,
rs, plstat, plastic)
logical * 1 plstat(*), plastic
integer * 4 i, ieq(*), idof, ieqn, iloc, ipt, j, k,
lx, ly, mem, n, ne, neq, nint, nintx, ninty, 
node(3,*), nodes, NSTEP, NULL 
real * 8 BL(3, 9), BNL(4, 9), cl(3), cn(*), D(3,3),
deps(3), dhdr(2,3), dtau(3), du(*), duloc( 9), 
dudx(4), dxdr(2,2), enl(2,3), eno(2,*), 
eps(3,*), ent(2,*), h(3), Ji(2,2), PK(3), 
reqv( 9), rn(2), rr(3), rs(*j, ss(3), taut(3), 
tau(3,*), wn(2), wr(3), xo(2,*), xt(2,*), 
xl(2,3)
real * 8 cosine, dV, Det, E, Et, F, nu, r, ratio, s, sine,









c Define integration locations and weights for
c Gauss quadrature in transverse direction
ninty = 2
rn(l) = - ONE / dsqrt(3.d0) 
rn(2) = - rn(l) 
wn(1) = ONE 
wn(2) = ONE
c Define integration locations and weights for
c Gauss quadrature in tangential direction
nodes = 3 
mem = nodes * 3 
nintx = nint 
if (nintx .eq. 2) then 
rr(l) = rn(l) 
rr(2) = rn(2) 




rr(l) = - dsqrt(0.6d0)
rr(2) = + ZERO
rr(3) = - rr(l)
wr(1) = 5.d0 / 9.dO 
wr(2) = 8.d0 / 9.dO 
wr(3) = wr(l) 
endif
do 125 n=l,ne
c Define local coordinates and displacements -
iloc = NULL 
do 15 i=l, nodes 
k = node(i,n) 
cl(i) = cn(k) 
do 5 j=1,2
enl(j, i) = ent(j,k) 
xl(j,i) = xt(j,k)
5 continue
idof = (k - 1) * 3 
do 10 j=l ,3
idof = idof + 1 
ieqn = ieq(idof) 
iloc = iloc + 1 
if (ieqn .ne. NULL) then 
duloc(iloc) = du(ieqn) 
else





ipt = (n - 1) * nintx * ninty 
Volume = ZERO
do 120 lx=l,nintx 
r = rr(lx)
do 115 ly=l,ninty 
s = rn(ly)
ipt = ipt + 1
call stdm3 (r, s, xl, cl, enl, h, dhdr, dxdr, 
Ji, Det, BL, BNL, sine, cosine) 
dV = wr(lx) * wn(ly) * Det
Volume = Volume + dV
Compute stiffness matrix ................
call dstif (E, nu, D, sine, cosine)
Determine elastic strains ....................
do 25 i=l,3
deps(i) = ZERO 
do 20 j=l,mem
deps(i) = deps(i) + BL(i,j) * duloc(j) 
continue 
continue
Determine distortion matrix 
do 35 i=l,4
dudx(i) = ZERO 
do 30 j=l,mem
dudx(i) = dudx(i) + BNL(i,j) * duloc(j) 
continue 
continue
Determine the incremental Piola-Kirchoff stress 
do 45 i=l,3 
PK(i) = ZERO 
do 40 j=l,3
PK(i) = PK(i) + D(i,j) * deps(j) 
continue 
continue
Transform 2nd P-K to Cauchy in new configuration 
call xform3 (n, node, r, s, xo, xt, 
cn, eno, ent, PK, dtau)
See if resulting stress is elastic 
do 50 i=l,3
taut(i) = tau(i,ipt) + dtau(i) 
continue
if (.not. plastic) then 
do 55 i=l,3
tau(i,ipt) = taut(i) 
eps(i,ipt) = eps(i,ipt) + deps(i) 
continue
else
This is a plastic analysis. If the material has 
yielded, compute the new increment of strain.
if (.riot, plstat(ipt)) then
This integration point has not yielded yet.
will it yield this iteration ?
Find the hydrostatic component of stress.
Sm = (taut(1) + taut(2)) / THREE 
Find the deviatoric stresses 
ss(l) = taut(l) - Sm 
ss(2) = taut(2) - Sm 
ss (3) = taut(3)
F = ss(1) ** 2 + ss(2) ** 2 +
TWO * ss(3) ** 2 + Sm ** 2
F = dsqrt (THREE * F / (TWO * Sy * Sy)) - ONE
if (F .It. ZERO) then
No yielding yet. Compute elastic stress, 
do 60 i=l,3
tau(i,ipt) = taut(i) 
eps(i,ipt) = eps(i,ipt) + deps(i) 
continue
else
The integration point has yielded. Find 
the ratio of the load increment necessary to 
provide yielding.
call rtn (tau, Sy, ipt, dtau, ratio) 
do 65 i=l,3 
tau(i,ipt)=tau(i,ipt) + ratio * dtau(i) 
eps(i,ipt)=eps(i,ipt) + deps(i) 
deps(i) = (ONE - ratio) * deps(i) 
continue




Find the elastic-plastic strain increment 
get elastic-plastic strain matrix 
call dmatrx (E, Et, Sy, nu, D, tau, eps, 
ipt, sine, cosine)
do 85 i=l,3
eps(i,ipt) = eps(i,ipt) + deps(i) 
dtau(i) = ZERO 
do 80 j=l,3
dtau(i) = dtau(i) + D(i,j) * deps(j) 
continue 
continue
tau(l,ipt) = tau(l,ipt) + dtau(l) 
tau(2,ipt) = tau(2,ipt) + dtau(2)
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tau(3,ipt) = tau(3,ipt) + dtau(3) 
endif
endif
c Now find the new internal ’force* ........
do 100 i=l,mem
reqv(i) = ZERO 
do 95 j=l,3
reqv(i) = reqv(i) + BL(j,i) * tau(j,ipt) 
95 continue
reqv(i) = reqv(i) * dV 
100 continue
c Add ’internal force’ to global vector rs ...
iloc = NULL 
do 110 i=l,nodes 
k = node(i,n) 
idof = 3 * (k - 1) 
do 105 j=l,3
iloc = iloc + 1 
idof = idof + 1 
ieqn = ieq(idof) 
if (ieqn .ne. NULL) then









subroutine rtn (tau, Sy, ipt, dt, r)
integer * 2 i, ier 
integer * 4 ipt
real * 8 a, dFdr, dr, dt(*), EPS, F, r, Sy, 
tau(3,*), TOL, TOLF, ZERO, ONE








r = ZERO 
TOL = r
call vonmis (tau, Sy, ipt, TOL, dt, F, dFdr) 
TOLF = 100.dO * EPS 
do 6 i=l,100 
if (F) 1,7,1
1 if (dFdr) 2,8,2
2 dr = F / dFdr
r = r - dr 
TOL = r
call vonmis (tau, Sy, ipt, TOL, dt, F, dFdr) 
TOL = EPS 
a = dabs (r) 
if (a - ONE) 4,4,3 
TOL = TOL * a 
if (dabs(dr) - TOL) 5,5,6 
if (dabs(F) - TOLF) 7,7,6 
continue
stop ’Error - no convergence in RTN’
7 return
8 ier = 2 
return 
end
subroutine vonmis (tau, Sy, ipt, r, dt, F, dFdr)
implicit none 
integer * 2 i 
integer * 4 ipt
real * 8 dFdr, dr, dt(*), F, Fa, fac, Fb, r, ra, rb, 
s(4), sm, sma, smb, Sy, ta(4), tau(3,*), 
tb(4), t(4), ZERO, ONE, TWO, THREE
parameter (ZERO = O.dO, 
ONE = l.dO, 






ra = r - dr / TWO
rb = r + dr / TWO
do 5 i=l,3
ta(i) = tau(i,ipt) + ra * dt(i)
t(i) = tau(i,ipt) + r * dt(i)
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tb(i) = tau(i,ipt) + rb * dt(i) 
if (i .ne. 3) then 
sma = sma + ta(i)
sm = sm + t(i)
smb = smb + tb(i)
endif 
5 continue
ta(4) = ZERO 
t(4) = ZERO 
tb(4) = ZERO
sma = sma / THREE
sm = sm / THREE
smb = smb / THREE
Fa = ZERO 
F = ZERO 
Fb = ZERO
do 10 i=l,4
if (i .ne. 3) then
ta( i) = ta(i) - sma
t(i) = t(i) - sm
tb( i) = tb(i) - smb
Fa = Fa + ta(i) * ta(i)
F = F + t(i) * t(i)
Fb = Fb + tb(i) * tb(i)
else
Fa = Fa + TWO * ta(i) * ta( i)
F = F + TWO * t(i) * t (i)
Fb = Fb + TWO * tb( i) * tb( i)
endif 
10 continue
fac = THREE / (TWO * Sy * Sy) 
Fa = dsqrt (fac * Fa) - ONE
F = dsqrt (fac * F ) - ONE
Fb = dsqrt (fac * Fb) - ONE




subroutine dstif (E, nu, D, s, c) 
implicit real * 8 (a-h,o-z)
real * 8 nu, D(3,3), CE(2,2), Lamda(2,3), Dst(3,3), 
ZERO, ONE, TWO
parameter (ZERO=0.d0, ONE=l.dO, TWO=2.dO)
c2 = c * c 
s2 = s * s 
s2c2 = s2 * c2 
sc = s * c 
c2s2 = c2 - s2 
Den = ONE + nu
CE(1,1) = E 
CE(1,2) = ZERO 
CE(2,1) = ZERO
CE(2,2) = E / (TWO * (ONE + nu))
Lamda(l,l) = c2 
Lamda(1,2) = s2 
Lamda(l,3) = sc 
Lamda(2,l) = - TWO * sc 
Lamda(2,2) = - Lamda(2,l)
Lamda(2,3) = c2s2
do 20 j=l,3 
do 15 i=l,j
Dst(i,j) = ZERO 
do 10 m=l,2 
temp = ZERO 
do 5 k=l,2
temp = temp + CE(m,k) * Lamda(k,j)
5 continue







D(1,1) = E * (c2 * c2 + TWO * s2c2 / Den)
D(l,2) = E * (s2c2 - TWO * s2c2 / Den)
D(2,2) = E * (s2 * s2 + TWO * s2c2 / Den)
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D(l,3) = E * (s * c ** 3 - sc * c2s2 / Den)
D(2,3) = E * (s ** 3 * c + sc * c2s2 / Den)






subroutine dmatrx (E, Et, Sy, nu, D, tau, eps, ipt, si, co) 
implicit real * 8 (a-h,o-z)
real * 8 D(3,3), tau(3,*), eps(3,*), p(2), q(2),
Lamda(2,3), CEP(2,2), t(2), s(2), nu,





c2 = co * co 
s2 = si * si 
sc = si * co 
c2s2 = c2 - s2 
Den = ONE + nu
Lamda(l,l) = c2 
Lamda(l,2) = s2 
Lamda(l,3) = sc 
Lamda(2,l) = - TWO * sc 
Lamda(2,2) = - Lamda(2,1)
Lamda(2,3) = c2s2
t(l) = c2 * tau(1,ipt) + s2 * tau(2,ipt) + TWO * sc * tau(3,ipt) 




CEP(2,2) = E/ (TWO * Den)
s(1) = TWO * t(1) / THREE 
8(2) = t(2)
H = TWO * E * Et/(THREE * (E - ET))
beta = H / E * (t(l) * s(l) + TWO * t(2) * s(2)) +
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s(1) * s(1) + TWO * s(2) * s(2) / Den 
beta = E / beta
CEP(1,1) = CEP(1,1) - beta * s(l) * s(l)
CEP(1,2) = CEP(1,2) - beta * s(l) * s(2) / DEN 
CEP(2,1) = CEP(1,2)
CEP(2,2) = CEP(2,2) - beta * s(2) * s(2) / (Den * den)
do 20 j=l,3 
do 15 i=l,j
D( i, j ) = ZERO 
do 10 01=1,2 
temp = ZERO 
do 5 k=l,2
temp = temp + CEP(m,k) * Lamda(k,j)
5 continue










subroutine update (nn, xt, en, du, u, ieq)
real * 8 xt(2,*), en(2,*), dbeta, du(*), r, u(3,*), er(2) 
integer * 4 ieq(*), nn, i, idof, ieqn, inod, j, NULL, STEPS, 
I STEP
parameter (NULL=0, STEPS=10, ISTEP=10)
do 10 i=l,nn
idof = 3 * (i - 1) 
do 5 j=l,3
idof = idof + 1 
ieqn = ieq(idof) 
if (ieqn .ne. NULL) then 
if (j .le. 2) xt(j,i) = xt(j,i) + du(ieqn) 




do 30 inod=l,nn 
idof = 3 * inod 
ieqn = ieq(idof) 
if (ieqn .ne. NULL) then 
dbeta = du(idof) / steps 
do 25 i=l,istep
er(l) = en(2,inod) 
er(2) = - en(l,inod) 
do 15 j=l,2 
en(j,inod) = en(j,inod) - dbeta * er(j)
15 continue
r = dsqrt (en(l,inod) ** 2 + en(2,inod) ** 2) 
do 20 j=l,2








subroutine xform3 (nel, node, r, s, xo, xt, cn, eno, ent, PK,tauv)
integer *4i, j, k, m, n, nel, node(3,*), nodes 
real * 8 BL(3,9), BNL(4,9), cl(3), cn(*), dxtdxo(2,2), 
en(2,3), dhdr(3), eno(2,*), ent(2,*), h(3), 
Jaco(2,2), Jact(2,2), Jio(2,2), Jit(2,2), PK(3), 
T(2,2), tau(2,2), tauv(*), xo(2,*), xt(2,*), 
xl(2,3)
real * 8 cosine, Den, Det, r, s, sine, ZERO, ONE, TWO
parameter (ZERO=0.dO, ONE=l.dO, TWO=2.dO)
nodes = 3
do 5 i=l,nodes 
k = node(i,nel) 
xl(l,i) = xo(l,k) 
xl(2,i) = xo(2,k) 
cl(i) = cn(k) 
en(1,i) = eno(1,k) 
en(2,i) = eno(2,k)
5 continue
call stdm3 (r, s, xl, cl, en, h, dhdr, Jaco,
Jio, Det, BL, BNL, sine, cosine)
do 10 i=l,nodes 
k = node(i,nel) 
xl(1,i) = xt(1,k) 
xl(2,i) = xt(2,k) 
en(l,i) = ent(l,k) 
en(2,i) = ent(2,k)
10 continue
call stdm3 (r, s, xl, cl, en, h, dhdr, Jact,
Jit, Det, BL, BNL, sine, cosine)
do 25 i=l,2 
do 20 j=l,2
dxtdxo(i,j) = ZERO 
do 15 k=l,2




Den = dxtdxo(l,l) * dxtdxo(2,2) - dxtdxo(l,2) * dxtdxo(2,l)
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T(l,l) = PK(1)
T (1,2) = PK(3)
T(2,l) = PK(3)
T(2,2) = PK(2)
do 45 m=l,2 
do 40 n=l,m
tau(m,n) = ZERO 
do 35 i=l,2 
do 30 j=l,2
tau(m,n) = tau(m,n) +





tauv(l) = tau(1,1) / Den
tauv(2) = tau(2,2) / Den




subroutine getpen (KG, ip, neq, beta, kstar)
integer * 4 i, ii, ip(*), neq
real * 8 beta, KG(*), Kmax, kstar, ZERO
parameter (ZERO=0.dO)
Kmax = ZERO 
do 5 i=l,neq 
ii = ip(i)
if (KG(ii) .gt. Kmax) Kmax = KG(ii)
5 continue




subroutine pstres (n, nint, node, xt, cn, ent, tau, SIG, TRAC)
integer * 4 i, ii, ipt, j, k, n, nod, node(3,*),
nint, ninpts, nintx, ninty, nodes, npts,
NULL, m
real * 8 A44(4,4), A46(4,6), al(4), be(4), cn(*), cnl(3),
cos, co2, ent(2,*), enl(2,3), ga(4), h(2), 
mode(2,6), rnorm(2), rr, rrss, rtang(3), 
sg(3), st(3), si(6,3), ss, si2, sin, 
tau(3,*), xp(2), xt(2,*), xl(2,3), ZERO,
ONE, TWO,
























nintx = nint 
ninty = 2 
nodes = 3
ninpts = nintx * ninty
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npts = 6
rnorm(l) = - ONE / dsqrt(3.d0) 
rnorm(2) = - rnorm(l)
if (nintx .eq. 2) then 
rtang(l) = rnorm(l) 
rtang(2) = rnorm(2) 
else
rtang(l) = - dsqrt(0.6d0)
rtang(2) = + ZERO
rtang(3) = - rtang(l)
endif
ipt = ninpts * (n - 1)
C write (17,1000) n
c write (17,1000)
c write (18,1005)
do 5 i=l,nodes 
nod = node(i,n) 
cnl(i) = cn(nod) 
enl(l,i) = ent(l, nod) 
enl(2,i) = ent(2, nod) 
xl(1,i) = xt(l,nod) 
xl(2,i) = xt(2,nod)
c ***** sigma(nod) = closed form bending stress ******
sigma(i) = sig(nod) 
c ***** traction(nod) = closed form surface traction *****
traction(i) = TRAC(nod)
5 continue
c do extrapolation in undeformed coordinates
ii = NULL 
do 15 i=l,nintx 
rr = rtang(i) 
do 10 j=l,ninty 
ss = rnorm(j) 
call locate (rr, ss, xl, enl, cnl, xp, cos, sin) 
co2 = cos * cos 
si2 = sin * sin 
ii = ii + 1 
ipt = ipt + 1
si(ii,l) = tau(1,ipt) * co2 +
tau(2,ipt) * si2 +
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tau(3,ipt) * TWO * sin * cos 
si(ii,2) = tau(l,ipt) * si2 +
tau(2,ipt) * co2 - 
tau(3,ipt) * TWO * sin * cos 
si(ii,3) = (tau(2,ipt) - tau(1,ipt)) * sin * cos 
tau(3,ipt) * (co2 - si2)
10 continue
15 continue
do 25 i=l,4 
al(i) = ZERO 
be(i) = ZERO 
ga(i) = ZERO 
do 20 j=l,ninpts











ipt = 1 
do 30 m = 1,3 
c do 30 ipt=l,npts
rr = mode (1, ipt) 
ss = mode (2, ipt) 
call locate (rr, ss, xl, enl, cnl, xp, cos, sin) 
rrss = rr * ss 
si2 = sin * sin 
co2 = cos * cos
sg(l) = al(l) + al(2) * rr + al(3) * ss + al(4) *
sg(2) = be(l) + be(2) * rr + be(3) * ss + be(4) *
sg(3) = ga(l) + ga(2) * rr + ga(3) * ss + ga(4) *
= al(i) + A44(i,j) * si(j ,1)
= be(i) + A44(i,j) * si(j,2)
= ga(i) + A44(i,j) * si(j,3)
= al(i) + A46(i,j) * si(j,l)
= be(i) + A46(i,j) ♦ si(j,2)
= ga(i) + A46(i,j) * si(j,3)
write (17,1010) (xp(j),j=l,2), (sg(k), k=l,3)
C IF (XP(1) .GE. 1.D0) THEN
write (18,1015) (xp(l), sg(l), sigma(m))
C IF (XP(1) .LT. 1.499999D0) THEN







ipt = ipt + 2
30 continue
return
1000 format (/3x,* E L E M E N T  ’,13,’ S T R E S S  S T A T  E’/3X,
. ’ - X - - Y - - SR - - ST - - SRT - ’)
1005 format (/3x,
.’ - X - - SR - - SIGMA - ’)
1007 format (/3x,




1020 format (3x,2(el2.5,lx)) 
end
c ELEMENT III
c ’ - X - - Y - - SX - - SY - - SXY
c +x.xxxxxe+xx +x.xxxxxe+xx +x.xxxxxe+xx +x.xxxxxe+xx +x.xxxxxe+xx
subroutine locate (r, s, xl, enl, cn, xp, co, si)
integer * 2 i, nodes
real * 8 cn(*), co, den, dhdr(3), dx, dy, enl(2,*), 






nodes = 3 
r2 = r * r
h(1) = HALF * (r2 - r) 
h(2) = ONE - r2 
h(3) = HALF * (r2 + r)
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dhdr(1) = r - HALF 
dhdr(2) = - TWO * r 
dhdr(3) = r + HALF
dx = ZERO 
dy = ZERO 
xp(1) = ZERO 
xp(2) = ZERO 
ss = s / TWO 
do 5 i=l,nodes
xp(l) = xp(l) + h(i) * xl(l,i) + ss * cn(i) * h(i) * enl(l,i)
xp(2) = xp(2) + h(i) * xl(2,i) + ss * cn(i) * h(i) * enl(2,i)
dx = dx + dhdr(i) * xl(l,i) 
dy = dy + dhdr(i) * xl(2,i)
5 continue
den = dx * dx + dy * dy 
den = dsqrt (den) 
co = dx / den 




c Subroutine to zero out all arrays 
subroutine kzero (a, n)
integer * 4 i, n 
real * 8 a(*), ZERO
parameter (ZERO=0.dO)
do 5 i=l,n 




subroutine kbalan (a, b, n)
integer * 4 n, i 
real * 8 a(*), b(*)
do 5 i=l,n 




subroutine balan3 (a, b, neq)
real * 8 a(*), b(*) 
integer * 4 neq, n 
do 5 n=l,neq 




subroutine norm (du, u, ieq, nn, dunorm)
real * 8 du(*), u(3,*), num, den, dunorm, ZERO
integer * 4 i, j, idof, ieqn, ieq(*), nn, NULL
parameter (ZERO=0.dO, NULL=0)










do 10 i=l,nn 
do 5 j=l,3
idof = 3 * i - 3  + j 
ieqn = ieq(idof) 
if (ieqn .ne. NULL) then 
num = num + du(ieqn) * du(ieqn) 




if (den .eq. ZERO) then 
dunorm = -l.dO 
else




subroutine matm(a, b, c, n, 1, m)
integer * 4 i, j, k, n, 1, m 
real * 8 a(n,m), b(n,l), c(l,m)
***** multiply matrices: a = b * c ******
do 100 i = l,n 
do 75 j = l,m 
a(ijj) = O.dO 
do 50 k = 1,1






















C . SUBROUTINE LDLT
C . SOLVES NEQ SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS VIA [L]*[D]*[L(T)] DECOMPOSITION 
C . SUBROUTINE PARAMETERS
C . A - VECTOR OF STIFFNESS MATRIX COMPONENTS, ARRANGED IN COMPRESSED 
C . COLUMN FORM, IE. {A(T)} = {K(l,1),K(1,2),K(2,2),K(1,3) ...}
C . U - VECTOR OF R.H.S. FORCE COMPONENTS 
C . NEQ - NUMBER OF EQUATIONS
C . IP(I) - LOCATION OF K(I,I) ( DIAGONAL MEMBER OF STIFFNESS MATRIX ) 
C . IDEC - IF IDEC = 1, COMPLETE SOLUTION, IF IDEC = 2, BACK 
C . SUBSTITUTION ONLY
C ...........................................................
c
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H,0-Z)
INTEGER * 4 RR,RI,RJ,R 
DIMENSION A(*),U(NEQ,*),IP(*)
START OF EXECUTABLE CODE:
GOTO (5,60),IDEC
* START LDL(T) DECOMPOSITION
5 CONTINUE 
DO 50 J=2,NEQ
* CALCULATE FIRST ROW OF COLUMN J
MJ=J-IP(J)+IP(J-1)+1 
DO 45 I=MJ,J 
MI=1
IF(I-1)10,15,10































IF (A(RR) .EQ. 0.D0) THEN 
WRITE (*,1000) L 








DO 40 L=MJ,IEND 
RJ=RJ+1 
RR=IP(L)
IF (A(RR) .EQ. 0.D0) THEN 
WRITE (*,1000) L 














* SOLVE FOR INTERMEDIATE VALUE V(I) {STORED IN U(I)}
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C









C * DIVIDE BY D(I,I)
C
DO 70 L=1,NRHS 




C * BACK-SUBSTITUTE TO FIND DISPLACEMENTS 
C
DO 90 L=1,NRHS








DO 90 11=2,NEQ 
I=NEQ-I1+2 
IF(I—1)75,75,80 
MI=1 
RI=0 
G0T085
MI=I-IP(I)+IP(I-1)+1 
RI=IP(1-1)
IEND=I-1
END
